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lntroduction
Deon Moy

The passage frorn territorial status into statehood has often
been hedged about with obstacles bearing no relationship to the
capacity of the petitioning inhabitants for self-government.

Regional rivalries in matters of e conomics and politics have
been the most common cclnsiderations causing Congress to
delay the admission of territories long since their meetitg the
minimal legal requirements. Only in Utah, however, have the
obstacles to statehood been deeply and intimateiy connected
with the religious and social practices CIf territorial inhabitants.
It took half a century of petitioning and waiting before Congress finally approved statehood for Utah in 1Bg 6. The concession, once it came, was not granted without assurance that
distinctive and unique aspects of the Mormon kingdom would
be changed*that miscreant Utah would be thoroughly and
finally "Americanized" in preparation for statehood.
Leonard Arrington's choice of 1896 as a year dividing economic as well as political stages in Utah's development seems
entirely appropriate, for the required changes in religious,
social, and political practices of Mormons were accompanied by
parallel changes in the economic realm.
From 1869 to 1896 Utah had been characterrzed by an unusually sharp bifurcation of its population-each group pursuitg
its own social, economic, and political patterns largely independent of the other. The Mormons, partly out of respect for the
advice of their leaders, partly out of inclination, kept close to
rvhat Arrington has called the "we11-organized, relatively selfIX

sufficient ecclesiastical commonwealth" which had been their
ideal since L847 . Theirs was an economy "based upon irrigated
agriculture, village industry, and occasional organiied effoits to
take advantage of fortuitous windfalls. " This was one Utah.
The other was quite as apart from this one in its individualistic hell-for-leather scramble to extract the mineral riches from
Utah's hills as was the Jacksonian entrepreneur from the idealized Jeffersonian yeoman farmer. Utah was dotted in the seventies, eighties, and nineties with small minirg communities whose
lines of intercourse were circuited away from the farmirg villages of Mormons by railroad lines taking ores directly to smelters and factories in the East and returnirg capital needed for
further development. Socially and culturally the mining communities had little in common with the Mormons, urd what
economic ties developed between the two societies were maintained at a discreet distance.
After 1896, however, almost as if Utah's new status gave her
N{ormon citrzens license to indulge in more typically ALerican
pursuits, the two economies began graduuity to coalesce.
Accompanying this change was a trend toward the commercialtzatton of agriculture, a rapid growth of.rmmercial and financial enterprises, and the acquisition of the various small mining
enterprises, by huge corporations readily commanding sour.", ol
capital and having major economic and political influence in the
state. In short, Utah's economy itself became "Americani zed,r,,
taking
itself institutional forrns, patterns of developmept,
-upon
and relationships
between sectors more like those of Rocky
Mountain areas not settled by Mormons. Henceforth the exigencies and opportunities of geographical, climatic, and geological endowrnent would shape Utah'J economy more than *o1,ld
devout obedience to plans prepared by u central authority. Furthermore, ?s Utah's eco.to*y became more specialized and
fastened ties into the erratic world of national urd international
markets, tJubility was bartered for rapid expansion, autonomy
for dependency.
The three path-breaking studies in this volume, one by
Leonard J. Arrington-"The Commerciali zation of l;tah's
E conomy: Trends and Developments from Statehood to

1910"-and two by Thomas G. Alexander-"The Burgeoning of
[Jtah's Economy I9 1 0- 18 " and "The Economic Consequences
of the War: Utah and the Depression of the Early L920s"empha srze the precarious nature of Utah's economy in the
period between 1 89 6 and 1929. Particularly striking is the
d.pendency of a sparsely populated region far from major trade
and manufacturing centers, with an economic structure deviatitg from national norms in its unusually heavy reliance uporl
mining and livestock industries. Utahns had occasion to learn,
early in the twentieth century, an economic lesson which nineteenth-century economists failed to emphasize in their tracts on
the virtues of international free trade.
Certainly if nations concentrate upon the production of commodities which they are able to produce at relatively less cost
than other nations, and if trade is free, ail increased prosperity
will redound to all. And it may further be true, as classical
economists argued, that the resulting interdependency will give
nations a strong incentive to make political decisions favoring
peace among themselves.

Regrettably, however, there are degrees of interdependency.

A Portugal which manufactures only wirfr might find

herself
ffIore reliant upon Italian bottles than Italy is upon Portuguese
\r'ine. The Portuguese economy could be drastically affected by
a decision Italy could make rather casually-to accept a French
offer to exchange cheese for Italian bottles. With wine relatively
Ixore abundant than glass, Italians would be quite willing to pay
e slightly higher price for a wine enhanced by a hearty slice of
r ipened Neuf chatel. In the meantime Portuguese peasants are
i'dled and poor, the landlord's grapes rotting in the fields. They
had the misfortune of concentrating their energies upon the
production of that which their resources permitted them to
produce at the least relative co st-a misfortune because the
w-orld demand for their product was not great.
The example is, of course, in the manner of economists,
:bsurdly simplified. But if we place Utah in the situation of
Fortugal, producing metals and foodstuffs for a nation which
:enerally found these commodities abundant and available at
-ess cost elsewhere (Utah lands must be irrigated; Utah copper
XI

must be refined frorn relatively low-grade ores; both foodstuffs
and metals must be shipped far to major population centers),
we have a largely accurate picture of the economic circumstances in which {.Jtah found herself during the period under
consideration. Once committed to joining the nation economically, IJtahns hrad little choice but to devote their energies to
exploiting the resources they had. If others could produce more
of the same resources at lower co st, so much the worse f or
Utah.
I.,eonard J. Arrington's study treats the lYz decades following
statehood, from 1 89 6 to 19 10. It is a period characterized
nationally by the achievement of McKinl.y prosperity -arr
economy recovering rapidly frorn the panic of 1893 thanks to
gold, Republicanism, and a heightened dernand for aqricultural
products stimulated hy crop failures in much of the world.
Prosperity was interrupted momentarily by the panic of 1907,
but soon regained previous levels, movitg strongly into the unprecedented growth stimulated by the First World War. It was
an auspicious time f or Utah to comple te her integration into
national economic patterns-one which made the price of statehood seem to have been well worth it
Professor Arrington in this study subje cts the structure of the
economy of Utah during the period to exacting scrutiny, effiphasizirg especially those features in which the lJtah economy
differed substantially from the prevailing nationwide pattern.
The high reliance of Utah rpon stock raisitg, metal mining, and
transportation industrie s emerges as a predominatitg characteristic throughout the period. Only at the encl of the period does
Utah show signs of a change in this pattern, as the percentages
working in the food manufacturitg industries (though not in
agricultural production) and in the manufacture of nonferrous
metal products begin to edge slightly ahead of the national
percentage figures. In 1890 and again in 1910 Utah ernployed a
greater percentage of its workers in financial and clerical pursuits and in building and construction than was the case nationwide. But despite these signs of change, the prevailing pattern
throughout the period was of an economy which until 1890
reliecl heavily in its outside trade upon the marketing of metal

xii

ores and of livestock" The growth of the hydroelectric power
and sugar beet industries toward the end of the period suggested
future changes, but did not alter the prevailing pattern significanttry.

The first of Thomas G. Alexander's two studies concentrates
upon the eventful decade from 1910 to 1920" Certainly the
world war was the great event of this period, dramatically alterirg political, econornico and social alignments throughout the
West-one of the few undisputed watersheds in world history.
The devastation in Europe created a dramatically heavy demand
for American farm products, lifting agricultural areas into a rosy
moment of prosperity. IJtah profited greatly from the wartime
demand in agriculture and mining as well as in an incipient
manufacturing sector. The optimism thus engendered led to the
foundirg of new industries and the expansion of cultivation
into lands which even in Utah had hitherto been considered
marginal. Indisputably, these were for Utah flush times.
Pro fessor Ale xander has prepare d in this study a detailed
view of the lJtah economy moving into unprecedented prosperity, expanding rapidly in all directiotjf. Utah for the first
time began employing a greater percentage of the working force
in asriculture generally than was the case in the nation as a
whole, zs much the result of a dramatic drop in the number
employed in agricutrture nationwide as of the increase in the
percentage so ernployed in trJtah. Manufacturitg was rnaking
headway in Utah, especially in food processing and in the manufacture of nonferrous metal products, but changes in the overall
structure of the economy were not dramatic.
In the final study of this volume, Professor Alexander concentrates upon the depression of I920-ZI and its effect upon
Utah's economy-an effect which, more than in the nation as a
whole, had repercussions lasting well into the 1920s. The unusual severity of the depression was, in Professor Alexander's
view, a consequence of the prosperity of the wartime period"
More accLlrately, the heavy demand during the war for precisely
those products which Utah could best produce led to an overexpansion of agricultural, manufacturing, and mining facilities
of marginal productive potential. When, with the end of the
xltt

war, that demand was cut off, unemployment and depression of
unusual severity and duration were the result.
While Utahns living during the decade from 1910 to 1920 no
doubt saw the high prices for farm products and metal ores as
unmitigated benefits, Professor Alexander, with the advantage
of hindsight, has interpreted thern otherwise. In these two
studies his overriding concern is to explain why lJtah did not, ?S
did the Pacific Coast states, pass into an "urban-industrial
economy" during the early part of the twentieth century. The
failure to do so, in Professor Alexander's judgment, is primarily
a consequence of misallocation of resources caused by u period
of high demand. When that demand ceased, the infant manufacturitg industries of Utah were mortally wounded. Not until
the 1950s did they empl.y as large a proportion of the whole
working force as they had in 1920.
The insight Professor Alexander gives into the course of
Utah's economic development from 1910 to 1930 is rich in
detail and challenging in interpretation. The wartime boom
helped to reveal the marginal quality of Utah's potential as a
m a n u facturing center. In manufactqging, agriculture, and
mining, as Professor Alexander has argued, Utah has played the
traditional role of an unskilled laborer-sought after during
periods of high demand, but quickly dropped when demand
slackens. It is the marginal quality of her resources which accentuates the propensity to boom and bust, 3s demand quickens
or declines in sensitive response to international and national
movements over which there is no local control.
Though the studies in this volume do not concentrate upon
the postwar period, some general observations might help round
out the picture. A dominant force in the postwar economy, ?s
both professors Arrington and Alexander have pointed out, is
the storage and distribution industry serving the United States
military. Certainly the economic impact of the milit ary, both in
this and in chemical and electronics industries, has helped build
and sustain the "urban-industrial" development Utah failed to
achieve before the war. It is obvious, however, that with this
situation, as with the wartime boom, [Jtah finds her prosperity
resting heavily upon factors over which she has no control. As
xiv

Rhode Island and Massachusetts are ruefully discovering, defense establishments thought to b. permanent can suddenly and
ruthlessly be withdrawn, leaving local economies in desperate
straits.

There are indications, however, that recent reductions of the
mineral and agricultural reserves America has enjoyed will bring
fundamental and lastirg changes to the economy of Utah" The
long-standing national economic pattern characterized by an
industrial plant expanding and prospering upon an abundant
supply of energy and natural resources seems about to undergo
an abrupt reversal. Permanently high levels of demand for
rnineral and agricultural products may lift Utah out of the marginal limbo in which her economy has wallowed since the early
pioneer agrarian isolation was ended. Secure markets for the
products Utah can best produce :may well lead to a degree of
independence Utah has not seen since statehood.

A Dependent
Commonweolth,
Utoh's Economy
from Stotehood to
the Greqt Depression

l. The Commerciolizotlon of
Utoh's Economy=
Trends ond Developments

from Stotehood to lglo
Leonord J. Arrington

Introduction

The economic history of lJtah may be divided into four
periods. The first began with the arrival of the Mormon pioneers
in lB17 and continued until the completion of the transcontinental railroad in I B 69. It featured an isolated brut wellorganized, relatively self-sufficient ecclesiastical commonwealth
based upon irrigated agriculture, village industry, and occasional
organi zed efforts to take advantage of foftuitous windfalls. The

second period, commencing with the joining-of-the-rails at
Promontory and continuing until the achievernent of statehood
in 1896, was polarized around two economies, laruely separate
and Cisputatious. One of these was the nucleated Mormon commonwealth, with its passion for unity and organized endeavors
aud its spirit of independence and permanence. The other
economy was comprised of several hundred jerry-built mining
districts, populated almost exclusively by non-Mormons, esseni ially atomistic and speculative and d.pendent on eastern
capital to finance the removal of rich surface ores for transstrripment to areas which could fabricate them for industrial and
,lomestic use. The third phase, beginning with statehood and
--ontinuing until the outbreak of World War II in Europe, witrre ssed the beginnitg of a population outflow, the commercial'letion of agriculture, the emergence of a "business" sector, the
-ise of the copper industry, and, above all, the gradual coales--euce of two hostile economies into one. The fourth phase,

beginnirg in 1939 and continuing until recent years, has underlined the i*portance of federal expenditures in promoting the
state's development-in construction and reclamation, in missiles and electronics, ir conservation and recreation, and in the
storage and distribution of supplies for the mitritary.
Th; period to be discussed in this paper-1896 to 1910rnarks the opening of the third phase. The ecclesiastical comrnonwealth, ihuructerized by the self-sufficient village, and the
exploitative, individualistic economy of the early rniners and
traders gradually merged into a partially unified and specialized
economy based on commercial agriculture, minin,g, and smeltirg. Emerging into prominence were such specialized farming
enterprises as sheep and sugar beets; natic-rnal inclustrial corporations, particularly in smelting; and a host of specrahzed smalier
busineir"r, such as canneries and beet sugar factories, which
produceC for resional and national as well as for local markets.
This period also witnessed the first of many fecleral reclamation
proj..tu in the state. These and other federal enterprises were to
b..orne increasingly important in the decades to come.
As contrastecl with the "pirneer" period, economic leadership passed from the agricultural vallbys and scattered mining
disiriits to the industrial and business communities in Salt Lake
City and Ogden. lVhereas The Church of Je sus Christ of Latterduy Saints had treen the predominant economic influence in the
earlier period, the significant catalysts in promoting economic
development in the first decade and a haif after statehood were
scie ntists, e ogine ers, and "outside " capitalist entrepreneurs.
Because of the mutual interd*pendence of farmers, miners, and
businessmen in the newlv unified econorny, there was an increasins degree of cooperation among all members of the economic community" This was partly "natutal" and partly purposeful. With respect to the lVIormons, ttre First Fresidency and
Qttrrn* of the Twelve Apostles sought to quiet any feeling
among their brethren that it was irnproper for Mormon businessrnen to cooperate with those not of their faith in improving
the business systems of their communities by statitg in 1898
that "under the present laws of the land" this was not only the
proper thing to do, but atrso desirable.l
4

In a sense, 1896 was the great watershed of Utah economic
history, as it was of Utah political histor y.2 That the basic
structural chanse in the economy occurred in the I 89 0s anel
early 1900s was the result of the conjuncture of three trends:
1" Agriculture had almost reached the lirnic of cultivationthat is, the limit of cultivation on lands whickr could be irrigated
with diversion canals d*g from existing streams and rivers. The
further extension of cultivation was accomplished by mastery
of the art of dty farming, by the construction of storage reservoirs, and hy the construction of larger dams and long, expensive canals which cut through hillsides and watered lands distantly located from the streams that issued from the canyons.
This asricultural problem was magnified by the exhaustion or
"waterlogging" of sorne of the irrigated fields which had been
farmed since the eartry days of settlement.
2. With resard to mining, the other staple on which the
econorny rested, the easily extracted surface ore bodies were all
rvorked out. As one journalist expressed it, "the eyes of the
mines had been picked out .tt3 Further mining would depend
upon expensive deep-shaft
mining
would require large
I
u which
s
rtr*s of iupital.
3. The development of manuf acturring in the Midwest, East,
and Pacific Coast regions, together with the improvement of
transportation and communication facilities, caused IJtah's
infant manufacturers to become marginal, then submarginal.
They could not compete with lower-cost, more efficient firms
setrling

on a nationwide basis.

The three primary adjustments which followed the conjuncture of these unfavorable trendr (and the high birthrate) were as
follows:
l. There was a substantial migration to such rnarginal areas as
the Pahvant Valley in Millard County, the Uintah Basin, and
Grand Valley in southeastern Utah. This was coupled with an
even more substantial out-migration to the Grand. R.trde Vall.y
in eastern Oregon, to south-central and southeastern Idaho, to
Star Valley and the Big Horn Basin in Wyomi*g, to northern and
central Arizona and New Mexico, to southern California, to
Sonora and Chihuahua in Mexico, and to southern Alberta in

Canada. Vlost of the migrants accomplished colo nization by
means of Church-organized companies. Those which were particularly active during the 189 6- 1910 period included the

Mexican Colonization and Agricultural Company, the Io sepa
Agricultural & Stock Company, the Alberta Land and Color\LZa
tion Company, the Nevada Land & Livestock Companf t the Big
Horn Basin Colonizatton Company, and the Deseret and Salt
Lake Agricutrtural and Manufacturirg Canal Company.4 l\one of
the locations listed was attractive or sufficient to absorb those
desiring land to farm. The high natural increase of population,
in other words, was outrunning the supply of land. By 1899
Church officials had concluded that it was rlo longer advisable
for converts to gather in lJtah, even at their own expense. The
significant in-migration of Mormon convertso which had existed
since the formation of the Perpetual Emigration Fund in 1849,
was thus brought to a close. The new immigrants were brought
in from southeastern Europe and Japan, essentially for the purpose of minitg.
2. In order to pay for the consumer and capital goods which
Utahns desired and i*ported from othgr regions, entrepreneurs
were forced to move into the productibn of goods and services
which could be marketed in those regions. What comparative
advanrages did Utah have? She had a rich endowment of minerals and an abundance of grazrng land; her irrigated farms could
produce fruits and vegetables in profusion; her location astride
the continent required extensive railroad servicesl and she possessed a few manufactures, such as woolens and smelting, which
d"pended upon her store of minerals and extractable agricultural wealth.
3. As the state moved awa\/ from self-sufficiency to a commercial economy, a further structural change occurred since
there was suddenly a necessity for new banking institutions,
new retail outlets, and new service establishments. The old
general store, which served the infrequent demand for "store
goodr," suddenly became inadequate; there was now a need for
dry goods stores, shoe store s, jewelry stores, liquor stores, repair
shops, and dozens of other enterprises located on the Main
Street of Utah in 1910. The statistics on this are impressive. In
6

1890 Utah had fewer than five thousand persons employed in
retail and wholesale trade. By 19 10 this figure had risen to well
over twelve thousand. Similatly, in finance and clerical occupations there had been fewer than one thousand employed in
1890. By 1910 this number was well in excess of seven thousand. In the field of the services, there had been fewer than nine
thousand in 1890, and this had risen to more than nineteen
thousand by 19tr0. Percentage-wise, all of these increases were
far gre ater than the increase in population.
Each of these fundamental changes, it should be emphasized,
was initiated atomistically, as men of capital and enterpriseUtahns and "outsiders"-shifted their attention away from service to the local market and became interested in service to the
national market. Once opportunities such as the mining of
copper were grasped, the firorable cost-price situation tended
to pull local labor and capital out of activities engaged in servirg
the local market and into the production of items such as
copper which were in demand in eastern markets. These adjustments, in turn, attracted an inflow of capital, immigrant labor,
machinery, and other goods from outside the state, thus providitg the wherewithal of economic growtfi. Increasingly, the
health of the economy came to d.pend on the continuance of
favorable prices for the new staple exports. The most important
of these, copper, suffered from an unstable price and uncertain
technology, insuritg that the state's economy would be subject
to extreme fluctuations. It is also significant that much of the
income earned from mineral exports was spent for Victorian
homes along South Temple Street; for mansions, yachts, and
vacations in the East; for political campaigns and propaganda;
and, in general, for purposes that made no contribution toward
the ultimate industrial development of Utah. Nevertheless, the
earnings of farmers, ranchers, merchants, industrialists, and
others made possible the purchasing power with which to bry
automobiles, trucks, planters, harvesters, barns, corrals, and
other equipment. (The value of farm implements and machinery
in lJtah rose from $ 1.2 million in 1890 to $4.5 million in
1910.) With farmers and miners buying more goods in the villages and towns, the business sectors in the villages and towns

expanded. These expansions further increased the "residei'Itiary" industrie s of the state. The rippling waves o f income
generated by a commercialized agriculture and an expanding
mining sector accelerated econornic change.
Fopulation

According to the census, the population cf l-ftah in 1890 was
zLA,77g persons. ('Ihe population at the tirne of statehood in
1896 is estirnated at 2b0,827 ") This rose to 27 6,7 49 in 1900
and to 373,351 in 1910. The growth in population from 1890
to 19 10 was 7 7 percent, which was well above the 46 percent
rate of growth nationally" This increase meant that LItah's
economy would have to expand even more rapidly in order to
provide ernployment for an increasing number of persons and
also to permit a rising per capita income" Growth in Lltah was
particularly rapid from 1890 to 1900 in Box Elder, Juab,"fooele,
[Jtah, and Salt Lake counties and in the counties of eastern
Utah-IJintahr, Grand, and San Jr-ran, From X900 to 1910 the
growth was rnost rapid in the urbanizitg regions of the stateSalt Lake, Weber, Davis, and Cache cdunties. Over the entire
period, rates of growth of more than 100 percent were experienced in Carbor, Salt Lake, Tooele, {.-lintah, and Wasatch counties.

{Jtah's work force in 1890 consisted of 66,901 persons, or 32
percent of the total population. By 1900 the work force had
risen to 84,6A4 persons, and by 19 1 0 it stood at 1 3 1 ,510 ,
which was 35 percent of the population in that year. As with
the population, the work force rose rnore rapidly than the
national average.
There is no way to calculate with precision either the total or
the per capita income of LTtah during this period of early statehood. Accurate income estimates by states are not avatlable for
the years before 1929. [Jsing the statistical tools available, however, RicharC Easterlin has made estimates of state income s for
the years 1880, 1900, and 191?-ZL. These enable us to make
sugge stive compatrisons. Table 1 .1 compare s Utah with the
United States as a whole, which, of course, includes the indus-
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trtahzirg Northeast, the predominantly sharecroppitg agricul-

tural society of the Southeast, the balanced economy of

the
Midwest, the Great Plains, and the Far West.
Two or three comments seem in order. S First, this data is
consistent with some previous crude estimates arrived at by the
writer on the basis of tithirg receipts in one typical Utah region,
Cache Valley" Whereas Easterlin estimates per capita incomes in
Utah at $183 for 1900, average tithing receipts in Cache Valley
for that year were $ 1 9.0 1 , which would indicate an average
income of $190 for that year.6 Second, Utah incomes in 1900
were above those of the southern states, but below nearly all
other states. They were well below income averages of all other
mountain states except New Mexico. This low average was primarily because of the greater number of wives and children in
Utah. Third, property income in Utah was only 67 percent of
the United States average. This would seem to be typical of a
pioneer society which had not yet accumulated very much by
way of property or capital goods. This would be even more true
o f a n e quali tarian society such as Utah than of a society in
which there were a few people of considerable wealth who
could afford to accumulate property.
Just what did the persons employed in the state in 1890,
1900, and 1910 do for a living? The breakdown in table L.2
shows the occupational and industrial structure of the state
(and territory) for these years.
One way to secure an economic profile of Utah during the
years specified is to compare the number of persons working in
various occupations and industries with tho se in the lJnited
States as a whole. How many persons in Ut vh, relative to populationo made their livings through the practice of agriculture,
compared with the United States? Economists have a technique
of making this comparison through what is called locational
analysis. Lists of occupations and industries are drawn up, and
the percentage employed in each occupation and industry in
tltah can be compared with the percentage so employed in the
United States as a whole. This is given in table 1.2. By dividing
the percentage so engaged in Utah by the percentage engaged in
that occupation in the lJnited States, one obtains what might be
10

TABLE

1.2

Number and Percentage Employed in Each Occupation or Industry in Utah:

1890,1900,1910

UtAh
u/
/o

1,738
522
448
643
451
t,77 t

2.1
.6
.5
.8
.5
2.r

3.1

.7. t

.7

1.5

.9

,5

5.0
2.1
2.6

5,643
3,411
t,927

6.7
4,0
2.3

5.5
2.3
?.8

..)

302
4,87 t

.4
5.8
3,613 * 1.3
6,606 7.8
4,427 5.2
2.0
,7 09
3.2
2,7 18
898
1.0
.3
245
165
.2
488
.6
8,854 10.5

.4

.8

,6

6.2

9.3

8.9

29.9
26.3

37.2
36.9

.5

.J

.7

3,819
529

3,r64
126
5,538

Manufacturing
a. Apparel and other fabricated textiles
b. Clay, giass, and stone products
c. Food and kindred products
d. Furniture, lumber, and wood products
e. Iron and steel, machine ry, and
vehicles, including blacksmithing
f. Nonferrous metal enterprises
g. Paper, printing, and publishing
h. Shoes and leather products
i. Textile mill products
j. Miscellane ous manufacturing

I

I

7,704 11.5
r,839 2.8
702
1.0
1.3
8 76
327
.5

100.0

100.0

20,031
l 7,613
347

Utah

131,540

100.0
34.6
31.0
3.5
.3
8.3
r.2
7.0
.l
4.7
10.9
2.6
.4
1.1
.2

/o

100.0

J.b

No. in
Utah

Utah
%

USA

utah

t)/

100.0

2,418

No. in

84,604
29,247
26,262
2,985
2r4
7 ,028
989
5,951
88
4,009
9,194
2,164
3r4
947
196

USA

66,901

17.0
3.5
.8
1.3

t.+

r,601

344
463
783

470
299

%

35.3
35.0
.3

.6

USA

%

37.241 28.3
33.641 25.6
3,600 2.7
176
.l

32.5
:,2.2
.3
.6

2.1

r.2
.6
.2

4.4
17.6
3.1

tb,7 t t
2,886

1.1

r,089
t,557

r.2

294

.6

i.0

.4

2.0
3.7

.9

A

6, Transportation, communication and
4,282
2,094
l,958

7.

7.2

8. Financt' and clerical

2.4

9. Domestic and personal seryices

6,058

10. Plof'cssional and rel;rtcd scn ict's

2,608
804
1.804

a. Education
b. Other professional scrvices

10.3

3.9
1.2
,7

r,23r

1.8

785

1.2

446

.7

3.9
1.5

,)/"

1

8.9
6.2
1.7

4.8

7,t4t

5.4

9.5

1,081

8.4

4.2
1.5

7,97 r
3,013

2.6

4,958

.9

,) 1A9

.2

950

.1

57r

.6

1,271

9.0

SOURCE: The decenniai census of occupation for 1890, 1900, and 1910. Also see Leonard J. Arrington, 'Ihc Ohartging Economic Structure
of the X4ountain West, 185G1950, Utah State University Monograph Series, vol. 10, no. 3 (Logan,June 1963), pp,32-34,43-45.
a Included rvith

fe

deral officizrls and employecs in 1890.
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TABLE
Economic Specialties of

1.3

Utah: 1890, 1900,

1910

Number
d

Occupation or Industry

Employ

e

cialty
Quotienta

Spe

l 890

Employed in all industries

66,901

1" Stock raising
2. Military servicemen

2,4L8

3.

3,L64

785

Metal mining
trappers, guides, scouts
5. Chemists, assayers, metallurgists
6. Builders and contractors
7 . Brick and tile makers and terra cotta workers
8. Banking and finance
9" Civil, mining, and other engineers
10. Well bore rs

4. Hunters,

1

l.

Employed in all industries
Gold and silver mining

Carpet manufacture

B. Surveyors
9" Hunters, trappers, guides, scouts
10. Civil

7.39

oo
JJ

5.00

49

3.5 0

395

2.95
2"50
2.38

433
206
280
oJI

2.2r
2.00

84,604

4. Mining engineers
5. Copper, lead, and other mining
6. Steam boilermakers

.

r.or
8.3 6

900

2. Stock raising
3. Handicraft textiles

7

r

3,057

19.62

2,985

t2.r7

B8

10.00

t5

9.00

2,894

7.28

119
87
35
25

5.6 3

135

enginee rs

5.00
3.5 0

3.00
99()

1910

Employed in all industnes
1" Copper factories

2. Gold and silver mining
3. Copper mining

4. Mining engineers
5. Stock raising
6. Forestry
7.

8.
9.

Beet sugar factorie s and refineries
Lead and zinc mining
Chemists, assayers, and metallurgists

10. Military servicemen
12

13L,540
1,57 6

24.A0

3,167

15.7 5

1,7 34

12"22
11.50

302
3,600
104

9. 13

7.18

190

7.00

410

5.7 8

199

5.t5

950

3.6 0

called a "rpecialty quotient." The list of the ten leading economic specialties of [-ltah for the census years 1890, 1900, and
I 9 1 0 is sive n in table 1 .3 and reve als the uniqr-ie asp ects of
I"Jtah's econorny durinq these years.
The developrnent of these specialties, and of these to the
exclusion of others, ir, of course, partly a matter of geography,
partly the consequence of unique historical circumstances, and
partly the result of utah's particular cultural configuration.
Tables 1,"2 and 1.3 reveal clearly the uniqueness of utah's concentration on stock raising and rninins during the years indicaLed. {.Jtah also had, ir 1890, far m.ore than its proportionate
number (eight times as rnany) .f military servicemero presagitg
a development which again hre carne important during and after
World War II. t-ltah also had cluring these years-and this is not
evident in the tables-a relatively high percentage of dairymen
zrnd dairywomen, beekeepers, butter and cheese makers, lawyers, teachers, midwives, photographers, bankers and brokers,
masons, blacksmiths, stearn boilermakers, rug weavers, shoemakers, harness and saddle makers, dressmakers, buitrders and
contracIors, and {-i.S.government officials and emplclyees.
Although utah had at each census *or.*than its share of literary and scientific persons, there were fewer than a proportionate share of actors, artists, physicians, barbers, lar-rnderers, ser-

SOURCE FOR'IABLE 1.3: The number empicyed is from the decenniai censuses
of occupations for the years 1890, 1900, and 1910.

a For every person engaged in these occupations or industries in the United States in
relation to population, Utah had the number given in the spe cialty quotient column"
To say this another w&y, the specialty quotient measures the number of people
engaged in each occupation or industry in Utah, in relation to population, as were so
engaged in the United States. Expressed mathematicaily, the percentages of the labor
force ernployed in each occupation or industry in Utah and the United States were
first determined, and the percentages so employed in Utah were divided by the
percentage so employed in the United States. For example, for evef,y person engaged
in the business of stock raising in the United States in relation to population in 1890,
Utah had 11.65 persons. Most economists refer to the specialty quotient as alocation
quotient.

\3

rABLE

1.4

Leading Export-Base Industries in Utah: 1890, 1900, 1910
Occupation or Industry

Total No.
Employe d
I

1.

Employed in all industries
Metal mining

I

Stock raising

ct

Military servicemen

5.

Producing No. Producing

for

Export

for Export

890
66,901

3,164
2,418
785

4. Steam railroads
5. Teamsters

30.56

395

66.1 0

433
800

60.00
24.81

280
975

54.7 5
13.04

86,604
3,057

94.90

9. Civil, mining, and other engineers
10. Dressmakers

Employed in all industries

2. Stock

2,2r r

1,568

8. Blacksmiths

1. Gold and silver mining

2,7 36

3l.g

Brick and tile makers and
terra cotta workers

1

86.47

91.42
88.04

2,094

6. Builders and contractors
7.

%

7

691

669
479
261
260
198

153

r27

900

g

l.7g

2,901
40

2,985
2,894
3,414

86.26
42.20

2,496

4.

raising
Copper, lead, and other mining
Steam railroads

5.

Dressmakers

r,340

24.81

332

6.

Blacksmiths

931
245
275

29.08

27r

48.1 9

39.39

118
108

3.

7. Military

8.

servicemen

Builders and contractors

2,7

1,44I

1910

Employed in all industries

L3t,540

1. Steam railroads
2. Stock raising
3. Gold and silver mining

8,1 99

44.t3

3,618

3,600
3,167

89.05

4. Copper

mining

1,7 34

5. Copper factories
6. Military servicemen
7. Electricians and electrical

1,57 6

950
904

91.82
95.83
7 2.22
47 .92

3,206
2,966
r,592

992

38.6 5

383

410
498

82.7 0

339
314

8.
9.

engineers

Builders and building contractors
Lead and zinc mining
10. Civil engineers and surveyors

T4

93.6 5

63.1 0

1,510

686
433

vants, policemen, bucksters, undertakersr paperhangers, plumb-

ers, glassworkers, potters, bakers, lumberme r, cotton and
woolen mill operatives, tobacco factory operatives, and makers
of liquors and spiritous beverages.
The final item in our profile is the determination of the chief
bases of support for the turn-of-the-century economy. This can
be accomplished by means of "economic base analysis." In any
society, certain industries are "basic, " or town-buildiflg, and
others are "nonbasic," or town-serving. Town-builditg industries include agriculture, which permits the people to satisfy
their needs through direct production. They also include industries that produce a surplus which can be exported to other
regions and exchanged for such items as the people cannot
produce 1ocally. The latter include mining, cattle grazing, and
the manufacture of sugar. Town-serving industries, on the other
hand, are those that arise to serve the needs of people attracted
to the region because of the town-building industries. They include grocery stores, banks, repair shops, launderies, schools,
and other businesses established to serve those residing in the
region.

In addition to agriculture, which fs always a basic industrl,
the principal basic industries are those which export surpluses
outside the territory. A list of the leading export-base industries
for the years 1890, 1900, and 1910 is given in table 1.4. Here
are the industries which brought capital to Utah-which provided particular stimulus to economic development. fltah's
overall dependence on exports for its livelihood was relatively
SOURCE FOR TABLE 1.4: The number employed is obtained from the decennial
of occupations for the years 1890, 1900, and 1910.
NOTE: The percentage producing for export is calculated as follows. First, the percentage engaged in each occupation or industry in IJ126 is divided by the percentage
in that occupation or industry in the United States. The result is a location quotient.
This list of location quotients is refined by excluding certain occupations and industries which are not export-base industries. The result is a list of export quotients.
Each of these export quotients is reversed by dividing the export quotient into the
export quotient minus 1.0. This technique is explained further in Arrington, Changing Economic Structure.
censuses
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smali-12.3 percent in 1890, 13.3 in 1900, and L3.4 percent in
1910" This dernonstrates the lasti*g influerrce of the self-sufficient pioneer economy and the degree of dive rsif ication still
existent. Thnoughout its history, [Jtah has been less d.pendent
otrl a few exports than the neighboring states of Nevada, Idaho,
Montana, Wyoming, and Arizona. T
Agriculture
Groztsth of she€p grazing" Despite the fact that agriculture did

not expand relative to rnining and manufacturins, there was real
growth" The number of farrns in Utah rose frorn 10,5L7 in 1890
to 2L,676 in 1910" (Throughout the period, incidcntally, more
than 90 percent of Utah's farms were owned and operated by
the farrners themselves-the highest ratio in the nation. ) The
growth in acreage in the 1890s was particularly spectacularfrom 1.3 million acres in farms in 1890 to 4.2 million acres in
1900. This increase was largely in the amount of land placed
under grazing. To be sure, the amount clf irnproved land in
farms almost doubled-from 548,000 acres in 1890 to
1,032,000 acres in 1900. But more tffian two million acres of
land \,vere being grazed in 1900 that rvere not being grazed in
1890. Since there was not a notable increase in the number of
cattle, it is clear that this growth in grazitg was largely for
purposes of wool grorvirg"The number of sheep in l-ltah rose
from slightly rnore than one million anirnals in 1889 to almost
four rnillion animals in 1899. This coincides with an increase in
wool shearings from less than five million pounds in 1889 to
more than seventeen million pounds in tr899. Sheep were also
the prime cause of the sharp rise in the value of farrn livestock
in {-ltah-from less than $10 miltrion in 1890 to more than $Zt
rnillion in 1900. This sharp increase in grazirg in a state where
vegetation was not plentiful or easily renewable led to many
instances of overgr azl:ng and was one of the considerations
which led the Congress and president to set aside seven forest
re serves in lJtah, comprising some eight million acres o f land.
The Llintah and Fish Lake forests were set aside in the late
1890s; and the h,{anti-LaSa1, Dixie, Wasatch, Ashley, and Cache

i6

national forests were set aside between 1900 and 1910. Henceforth, there were significant limitations on grazing, and the
sheep industry declined.
Commercial crops. Aside from the extension of grazrng; Utah
agriculture began to speciahze in the production of those products which were particularly suited to Utah soil and climate and
to exchange the se for outside products which coutrd be irnported more cheaply and efficiently than they could bre produced at home. This growing commer ctalization in Utah agricultural production is evident from table 1.5, taken from the censuses of 1 B 89 , 1 89 9, and 19 09.
It is evident from table 1.5 that Utah asriculture was essentially diversified, with production revolving around the production of feed for livestock, food for the family, and an increasing
volume of a few items (wheat, sugar beets, and fruits) for commercial sale. Much of the increase in production of specific
crops, of course, was tied in with the increase in livestock grazitg.
s
TABLE 1.5
Agricultural Production in Utah: 1889, 1899, 1909
1889

Milk produced (gallons)
Oats and barley (bushels)

Wheat (bushels)
Irish potatoes (bushels)
Sugar beets (tons)
Hay (tons)
Apples (bushels)
Cherries (pounds)
Peaches (bushels)

8,614,694
7

6r,27

5

1,5 1 5 ,465
5

I 909

25,124,642
I,688 ,365

26,306,0 7 0

3,413,47

3,943,910

A

rg,4g7

1,493,57 0

0

85,9 tr 4

301,9 tr I
5 6,633
5

I 899

54,6 g0
69,9 10

947

,453

1gg,gg2
1,199,512
85,315

4,'1., 12 r7

60

2,409,093
413,9 I
97

7

1

,265

350,023
6,9 1 4,7 12

L43,237

SOURCE: Bureau of Economic and Business Research, University of Utah, Measures
of Economic Changes in (Jtah, 1847-1947 (Salt Lake City, 1947\, FF" 49-5A.
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Agricultural items of interest during the

189 6- 19

10 period

are the following:

1. Most of the great beef cattle ranches of the 1870s, 1-880s,
and 1890s had died out or been drastically reduced by 1910.
Marketing was handled increasingly by buyers who purchased
shipments from smaller ranchers and farmers and sent the cattle
out of the state to be fattened in the Corn Belt.
2. Utah, which still had five thousand oxen in the fields in
1890, had so fully disposed of them that they are not even
listed in the census of 1900. In their place, of course, came
"Old Dobbin. " It is worthy of note that some of Utah's sturdy
horses were sold to the British army for use in the Boer War.B
3. The poultry industry came slowly to Utah. As late as
1907 , it was estimated that lJtah raised less than 13 percent of
the poultry consumed in the state.9
4. The thriving dairy industry of northern Utah was essentialty launched in the 1890s and early 1900s, and the first
evaporated milk plant, the Sego Milk Comp any plant, was established at Richmond in 1904. The first cow-testing association
was organized in 19 10 under the auspice s of the Utah State
Agricultural College Experiment Statidn. 10
5. In 1897 the legislature established a State Bureau of Horticulture, which inaugurated a campaign to improve the quality
and quantity of [Jtah fruit. Much of the credit for the development of utah's famous fruit industry stems from the activity of
this agency around the turn of the century.
6. The Deseret Agricultural and Manufacturitg Society,
which had assisted with the improvement of agriculture since its
organrzatron in 1856, came directly under the control of the
new state government in 1896. In 1907 its name was changed to
the Utah State Fair Association, and since that date it has sponsored the annual ljtah State Fair. 11
7 . The most significant crop development was the launchitg
of the beet sugar industry. This industry, which the pioneers
had daringly attempted in the 1850s, was now, suddenly, the
best-paying cash crop. Its success was due to the i*provement
in the chemistry of extracting sugar from the sugar beet, the
Dingley and McKinl.y tariffs, and the desperation of Mormon
1B

farmers, who were hard put to find a crop which could be
exported for cash. That the farmers continued to produce crops
during the first experimental years, even when tha returns were
negligible, is attributable to the Mormon Church's insistence,
after the ill-fated efforts of the 1850s, on stressing beet growirg
as a religious duty. One of America's great economist-educators,
Alvin Johnsor, served as an econornic expert for the Ccmmissioner of Reclamation in the 1920s and had several things to say
about sugar beet culture in the West. "Ir{o Nordics except
\Iormons," he wrote, "would have touchecl the beet for u,-,ih
compensation [$f 00 per family annual wage] . Mormon families
took care of their own beets and prospered accordingl y." 12
Dry farming. Although efforts were made to reclaim more
and more of the desert through irrigation, it was obvious that
there would be many areas which could not be irrigated adequately. The practice of dty or arid farming-by *hi.h crops
\vere induced to grow by utilizing the natural moisture in the
soil and the rain-had been attempted as early as the 1BGgs, but
u'ithout general success. A great interest was taken in arid farm1"g during the early 1900s. A dty-farming sption, established
b,v a special act of the legislature in 1903, was set up in i{ephi
^A,to
cetermine
optimum
conditions
for
dry
farming.t3
a
-the
result of this
experiment and the wide publicity given to arid
iarming in general, it became one of the important methods of
farming ir utah during the twentieth century.
Reclamation. The passage of the l{ewlands Act in Ig0Z expressed the interest of the federal government in reclamation,
.rnd federal funds were used to support surveyors, engineers,
:nd agricultural economists to determine the most useful reclamation projects in the state. Several large and costly under.akings were contemplated, including a proposed darn and reser' oir to make use of the resources of i;tut
Lake and of Bear
Lake. These were rejected in favor of the Strawberry Valley
?roject, which was begun in 1905 and completed ,1rnoursfully in
1922. The Strawberry Valley reservoir was the first federal
- e clamation project in Utah to be completed under
the act of
1902. By means of a dam on the Strawberry River, a reservoir
:,','3s created which covered six thousand
acres anC impounded
19

110,000 acre-feet of water. A three-mile tunnel-regarded at the
time as a tremendous feat of engineering-led from the reservoir
to Diamond Creek, from which it flowed via the Spanish Fork
River into Utah Valley. The project made possible the irrigation
of sorne sixty thousand acres of land in Utah Va1ley.14
Mining
Beginning in the 1880s, the small individual mines worked by
transient prospectors were consolidated, one by one, into the
great mining enterprises of Tintic, Mercur, Bingham, and Park
City. These became focal points for raitrroads, smelters, and
immigrant labor. Their influence occasioned the opening of the
Salt Lake Mining Exchange in 1896, which did a brisk business
in stocks during the next decade and a half. The number of
shares exchanged increased yearly. The value of all minerals
produced in Utah during the years 1890, 1900, and 1910 is
gir.tr in table 1.6. The two mining districts which, perhaPS,
were most active during the period from 1896 to 1910 were
Mercur and Bingham.

TABLE 1.6
Value of Minerals Produced in Utah: I890, 1900, 1910

1

Gold
Silver
Copper
Lead
Salt
Coal

890

$

680,000
8,400,000
r57 ,035

3,071,880
1 26,1 00

b52,390

I

1910

900

$3,972,20A
5,7 45,912
3,046,8 85
4,227 ,87 2

L51,662
r,447

,7

50

$

4,032,095
5,65 2,164

16,204,8 28

5,426,294
185,869

4,224,556

SOURCE: Measures of Economic Changes in Utah, pp. 68-7 1. In addition, by 1910
Utah was producing $570,000 of Gilsonite. The total value of all mineral products of
Utah by 1910 was just short of 940 million. From table 1.6 it is obvious that the
most spectacular jump was in copper-the wonder metal of the turn of the century,
which replaced silver as the chief Utah ore.

20

Mercur. The Mercur Lode had been discovered in 1879, with
the gold discovery in 1883.15 About 1890, John Dern (fattrer
of Governor George H" Dern) and others organtzed the &,{encur
Gold Mining and Milling Company and built a plant at &4anni*g,
three miles south of Mercur. When the group received news of
the recently invented McArthur-Forrest cyanide process for the
treatment of gold ores, they built a cyanide plant, the first buitrt
and operated in the United States. The plant was enlarged in
1893 to 100 tons, ir 1896 to 200 tons, &hcl later in 1896 to 350
tons.

The cyanide process, which required expensive equipment
and high-voltage electricity, was designed for low-grade ore and

enabled the extraction of one-half ouncc of gold per ton in
1896. Construction of large mills, water pipelines, ? thirty-twomile high-voltage electricity transmission line, and a railroad to
Mercur were arnong the inve strnents which transformed the
desolate canyon into productivity. A booming village was
erected to house and service almost twenty-five hundred people.
A Dutch sea captain, Captain J" L. De La Mar, bought the
Golden Gate group near Mercur in 1895 and erected the Golden
Gate Mill. When ffoiu milt began opera$otx in 1898, it became
the principal employer in the district. In 1899 the De La Mar
and Mercur interests united to form the Consolidated Mercur
Gold Mines Companl, rvhich remained paramount in the life
and activity of the town until tr 91 7. The electricity on which
the mill depended was provided by L" L" I\unn of Telluride
fame, who huilt a dam across the Provo River and laid a fortythousand-volt transmission line for a distance of thirty-two
miles, his project receivitg acclaim as the f irst long-distance
high-voltage project in the world.
Although the gold extraction ratio per ton had declined
below the profit margin shortly after 1910 and the mine had
shut down, the total output of the Consolidated Company and
its preceditg component companies during the first decade and
a half after statehood was more than four million tons, with a
value of about $ 16 million. Dividends alone during this period
exceeded $3 million.
N{ercur is of particutrar significance because of the lift it gave
2L

to two prominent lJtahns. The first was D. C. Jackling, who
built the Golden Gate Mill and later moved to Bingham, where
h. pioneered the opencut method of minirg copper. The second
was George H. Dern, general manager and superintendent of the
Consolidated Company, who later became governor of Utah and
still later secret ary of war in the cabinet of Franklin Roosevelt.

Bingham. While the rich surface ores of Bingham were discovered in 1848 and mined, milled, and refined in the early
1860s, the development of modern mining began in the period
after statehood.l6 In 1896 Samuel Newhouse and Thomas Weir
purchased the Highland Boy Mine and formed the Highland Boy
Gold Mining Company to build a cyanide mill to process the
gold ore which they planned to mine. A British comp a:n! t Utah
Consolidated Gold Mines, Ltd., was formed the same year with
a value of about $1.5 million to provide the capital. As exploratory work took place, the miners discovered several ore channels carrying considerable quantities of copper. The company
then decided to erect a copper smelter to reduce the ore. Commenced in 1898, this "modern copper smeltery" was completed
and placed in operation in 1899 and was the first smelter
erected in Utah primarily for the reducfron of copper ores.
In that same year, a controlling interest in Utah Consolidated
was sold by Newhouse and Weir to William Rockefeller and
Henry H. Rogers-the Standard Oil crowd-for a reported $ 12
million. A new corporation, the Utah Consolidated Mining
Company, was formed. Primarily because of the success of the
Utah Consolidated venture, additional mining companie s began
to exploit the sulphide coppers of Bingham.
By the summer of 1904, the Salt Lake Valley was the home
of three large copper smelters and a large lead smelter. However,
the farmers living on lands adjacent to the smelters suffered
extensive crop damage from the sulphur dioxide gas emitted
from the srnelter smokestacks, and after a series of farmers'
meetings in the fall and winter of L904-5, a suit was filed in
the U.S. District Court of Utah. Eventually, a verdict was rendered against the four smelter companies which forced them to
close their copper smelting plants in the Salt Lake Valley. This
verdict heralded the end of Utah's sulphide copper mining and
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By 190 7 all the smelters were closed with the
exception of the lead smelter of the American Smeltirg &
Refining Comp ar\f t which paid "easements" to the local
farmers and sufficiently controlled the release of noxious gas to
secure the court's permission to remain.
In 1893 Newhouse and Weir purchased udjacent claims of
copper at Bingham, sold interests to British stockholders, and
formed the Boston Consolidated Copper and Gold Mining Co.,
Ltd. Much of the potential of these properties rested upon the
huge quantities of low-grade ore, By 1900 the sulphide mine
was almost on a paying basis, and the porphyry ore was being
subjected to "elaborate tests. " The company began to develop
the disseminated porphyry ore d.posits in 1905, commenced
construction of a three-thousand-ton concentrator the same
year at a cost of $1.5 million, and initiated steam shovels to
strip the overburden from the mine in 1906. It was the first use
of steam shovels for such a purpose. The panic of 1907 brought
on serious problems of finance, and in 1910 the Boston Consolidated properties were absorbed by the Utah Copper Company.
Attention now shifted back to low-grgde porphyry properties
which Colonel Enos A. Wall had acquired at Bingham in 1887.
Wall approached a number of mining "plungers" about these
properties and finally interested Captain De La Mar, who sent
several persons from his staf f to investigate the properties.
These investigations, coming in 1895 when the price of copper
was declining, were discouraging, and De La Mar dropped his
option. In 1898 De La Mar asked for a new option, sending
Robert C. Gemmell and Daniel C. Jackling to do exploratory
work and make samplitg tests. Despite a favorable report from
Jackling and Gemmell, De La Mar again dropped an option to
bry all but a qu arter interest.
In 1903 the enterprising Jackling, who could not forget the
mountain of porphyry, was able to persuade his old Colorado
friends Charles M. MacNeill and Spencer Penrose to purchase
Wall's claims. The result was the organizatron of the Utah
Copper Company. After successful experimentation with a
small concentration mill working on underground ores, the
gro up was able to enlist the financial support of the
smelting boom.
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production, for the first time, topped one million tons, and in
that yer Utah Fuel mined 90 percent of Utah's coal. (In earlier
decades, the Union Pacific Railroad Company had been Utah's
chief coal supplier.) After 1906 a number of independent producers led by Charles N. Strevetrl of Independent Coal and Coke
Compa:nlt Fred and Arthur Sweet of Standard Coal Competry,
and J. William Knight of Sprirg Canyon CoaX Company sought
to compete in the production and marketing of coal. In response to the challenge to its supremacy, utah Fuel resorted to
practices which many contemporary observers condemned.

The growth of coal mining in the years being treated occurred at a tinte when wages were low, health and safety hazards high, and union organization weak or nonexistent. In 1896
the state legislature sought to intervene by limiting the hours of
work in the mines to eight and prohibiting the ernployment of
childre n under fourteen. Many of the workers lived under
unhealthful conditions in cornpanv towns. By 1909 immigrants
made up more than half of the labor force, and Greeks, Finns,
Austrians, Italians, Jupanese, and others often had to set up
tents or shacks in the dirt, without sewage or water facilities.
Labor agents, gzmblers, and labor agitat.ir preyed upon these
innmigrant miners.20 Since rnost of the coal was mined by hand
or shot off the solid, accidents were freque nt" During the
Scofield explosion of Muy 1, X900, two hundred men were
killed. A rnajor disturbance occurred during the winter of
1903-4, when the United Mine Workers tried to organize the
miners and demanded a raise in wages from $2.50 to $3.50 per
doy and abolition of the company scrip system. Governor Heber
M. Wells called out the National Guard in November, and a
number of "young Mormons" broke the strike, causing the
striking miners to lose their jobs.
Uranium. Two significant events occurred in 1898 which
were to affect Utah profoundly. The first was the isolation of
radium from uranium pitchblende by Pierre and Marie Curie.
The second was the identification-by a French mining engineer, Charles Poulot-of a bright yellow substance found in
the Colorado Plateau region as carnotite.2l There resulte d a demand for pitchblende for experimental and other purposes,
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most of the substance being shipped to Germany and France.
By 1906 an estimated two hundred tons of ore were mined
annually in Colorado and Utah. The mining of carnotite and
pitchblende remained a minor industry but presaged the major
emphasis of later days.
Oil and gas. A great interest was shown in iron and oil in
Utah during these years. A number of mining concerns had
hopes of making Utah the site of a large iron industry-a hope
which finally bore fruit in L922 and, even more so, during
World War II. It was also hoped that it would be possible to
develop oil fields into a profitable venture. The oil which was
discovered seemed at first to be of high quality and to be present in large quantities in lands extending from Rich County on
the north to the SanJuan on the south.22 Several oil and gas wells
were drilled in various parts of the state in the years after statehood, particularly from 1906 to 191 0.23 In 1907 the Virgin
River Oil Comp any came into Washington County for the purpose of sinking a well, causing something of a minor rush for
Utah oil land. The mining of hydrocarbons, particularly Gilsonite, also increased after statehood. Asphaltum, bituminous sand,
and other products of the hydrocarbofi mines useful for road
construction became more and more economic .24
j
Depression of 1907-5. The most severe event in [Jtah minirg
during these years was the financial panic of 190 7. Many mines
were so hurt by the depressed prices of silver, copper, le"d, and
zrrtc that they closed down or stayed open only a portion of
the time. Silver alone dropped from 66.34 per ounce to 53.24
per ounce, and the total production of silver mines in 1908 was
only 50 percent of what it had been just the year before. Coal
and hydrocarbons were also produced in much smaller quantities, with most of these mines staying open an average of four
days a week.25 Fortunately, the depression was of brief duration, and, despite the severity of its effect upon the mines, production was again increasing at a normal rate within two years.
Manufacturirg
Utah was not
26

as advanced

in manufacturing

as was

the nation

during the 1896-1910 period. Much of the manufacturirg which
did take place was of arelatively low order; that is, most of the
profitable industries were based upon agricultural products or
the mines. The manufacturing picture for 1890, 1899, and
1909 is given in table I.7. Three industries-the smelting and
refining of copper, the smelting and refining of lead, and the
manufacture of beet sugar-predomin ate, but the data could not
be shown separately without disclosing individual operations.
We do know that lead smelting and refining added $ 1.7 3 million
to the value of manufactures in 1910 and employed I,546 wage
earners. Fourth in importance were cars and general shop construction and repairs by railroad companies.
While Utah was not a manufacturing state, it did possess
more factories in a greater variety than most of the mountain
states. In several fields Utah easily held its own. In addition to
the great smelters, of which mention has already been made
because of their close connection with mining, important factories were established to refine salt and sugar, to make candy and
can fruit, and to manufacture cloth and clothins.
Satt. The largest salt enterprise in Iftah, the Inland Crystal
Salt Company, was originally promoted in the 1880s byJames
Jack, treasurer of the LDS Church, possibly on behalf of the
Church. The enterprise was sold to a Midwest syndicate in
1891, but controlling interest was later reacquired by the

TABLE I.7
Manufactures in Utah: 1890, 1899, lg0g
I

Number of establishments
Number of wage earners

890
531

4,349

Total wages

$

Value added by manufacturing

$4,6 59,0r7

2,

1

9l ,265

I 899

575
,413
fiz,7 62,522
$6,541 ,3gg
5

I

909
749
Ll

,7

g5

$9,399,634
$ 20,7 23,6L6

SOURCE: Measures of Economic Changes in Utah, pp. 80-88.
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Church in 1897. The local capital in this enterprise amounted to
some $00u000.26 This enterprise produced some twenty thousand tons of evaporated solar salt in its plant on the shores of
Great Salt Lake in 1900. Three smaller salt companies also had
plants in the general area.
Sugar. Utah's f irst sugar plant was built at Lehi in 189 1 by
the [Jtah Sugar Company. By the late 1890s the company was
operating in the black, employing more than one hundred hands
to process thirty-six thousand tons of beets per season and
creating additional income for six hundred farmers. In 1902 the
founders sold a controlling interest to Henry O. Havemeyer,
president of the rnonopolistic American Sugar Refining Company. The purpose of this sale was to acquire capital for expansion. Within a year the company doubled the capacity of the
Lehi plant and erected a million-dollar factory at Garland in
1903. A rash of companies-partly through Church capital,
partly through Havemeyer's capital, and partly through local
capital-erected plants at Ogden, Logan, and Lewiston, Utah,
and at trdaho Falls, Sugar City, Blackfoot, and Narnpa, Idaho.
Additional auxiliary plants to slice the beets before sending
pulp and juice to the "mother" plant atsl-,ehi were constructed
in Frovo, Springville, and Spanish Fork. Much of the sugar was
exported. Under the leadership of Joseph F" Smith, David
Eccles, and John C. Cutler, most of these plants were united in
1 90 7 under the [Jtah-Idaho Sugar Company , a $l3-million
combinatio n.27
Candy. A natural outgrowth of the sugar industry was the
manufacture of candy, in which utah developed a specialty
early in the century. A related factor may have been the relatively small consumption of intoxicants. The J. G. McDonald
Company was one of those which began to flourish during this
period" It is also of significance that the brewery industry of
Salt Lake Valley showed the promise which later was made
rnanifest.
Canning. Although canning began relatively late in tJtah
because of the rural orientation of its people, the business expanded rapidly after its beginnirg in the late 1880s and 1890s"
The first two canneries, established at Woods Cross and Ogden,
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began production around 1 89 0. By 19 I 0 the industry had
grown to include fifty factories, producing about 75A,000 cases
of canned fruits and vegetables each year"28 The manufacture
of butter and cheese also becarne important Curing this period.
This development was related, of course, to the growth of the
dairy industry.
Textiles and clothirg" Several woolen and cotton mills had
been constructed by the pioneers in the 1850s and 18 70s in
various parts of the state, but none of these attained particular
significance except the Provo lVoolen Mills, the first large manufacturirg establishment in Utah. This enterprise had a hard time
during the depression of the 1890s but was back on its feet by
the turn of the century, employing two hundred hands and
producing an output varying between $2f 0,000 and $300,000 a
year. The election of its guiding light, Reed Smoot, to the
United States Senate in 19 04, its distance from consuming
centers, and its obsolescent machinery caused the company to
cease operations in 190 4, and it remained idle until its purchase
by the Knight Investment Cornpany in 1910.
The most important clothing enterprise of the period had
been initiated by Zron's Cooperative hfrercantile Institution
(ZCMI) in 1878. This factory turned out overallt, jumpers, lined
coats and vests, overshirts, undershirts, and men's drawers. At
the turn of the century, sorne 7 50,000 yards of denim and
other material were being used in the production of an output
valued at more than $ 100,000 per year.2s
One interesting attempt was made in Utah during this period.
to encourage the manufacture of silk. A Utah Silk Commission
was organized to lecture to interested persons on the care and
feeding of silkworms and the best methods of winding and
packing the silk. The added incentive of a bounty paid to persons producing a given amount of silk engendered considerable
enthusiasm. In 1904 some 8,656 pourrds were produced in the
leading silk counties of Washingtor, Kane, and Box Elder. The
sitk industry did not seem to grow, despite sorne encouraging
signs, and eventually it was abandoned as a state-supported
industrv.
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Public Utilities

In

189

3 a group of young Utahns, primarily Ogdenites,

organized the Pioneer Electric Power Company to build a dam
across Ogden River, ten miles east of the city in Ogden Canyon"

The purposes of the dam were to create a huge reservoir of
water for power, culinary, and irrigation purposes and to provide power for the city of Ogden, for the use of electric railwavs
in Ogden and Salt Lake City, and for factories of every description in northern LItah. It was expected that up to twenty thousand acres of arid land in the northwestern part of Weber Valley
could be irrigated with the surplus water stored in the eastern
end of Ogden Canyon. This land was thought to be peculiarly
adapted to the culture of sugar beets, and the cornpany expected to establish a factory near Ogden to transform the beets
into sugar. The depression of the 1890s prevented the immediate consummation of this project, but Joseph Banigan, a rubber
manufacturer in Providence, Rhode Island, agre ed to inve st $ 1.5
million in the project, and a new compaytlt The Pioneer Electric
Power Company, was organized early in 1896. Several hundred
men were ernployed, a long canal was ff*g from the dam site to
west Ogden, and the dam was completed in 1898. A power
plant with a capacity of ten thousand horsepower was comple ted in 1 89 7. The construction, whose story cannot be detailed here, was a major engineering achievement and was
directed by Charles K. Bannister. The construction of the electric line to Salt Lake City was unprecedented in American engineering" Designed to work at fifteen thousand volts, this was the
first long-distance transmission from a man-made dam especially
constructed to generate electricity.
When its facilities were completed in 189 7, the company
merged with the Salt Lake and Ogden Gas and Electric Light
Comp
the Citizens' Electric Light Company, and the Big
"ny, Power Company-all of which
Cottonwood
had been providirg
gas and electrical service in Salt Lake City-to form the Union
Light & Power Company. This company was capitahzed at $4.5
million, with the controlling interest in the hands of the LDS
Church. Union Light & Power was the most extensive and com30

plete systern for the distribution of electrical energy and power
over a wide area in the United States. It embraced the Salt Lake
and Weber valleys and owned two hundred miles of overhead
line construction. The company was not a financial success,
however, and in 1899 was reorganized with a scaled-down
bonded indebtedness, and a new company was created called
the Utah Light and Power Company. Caught up in the tide of
N,{cKinl.y prosperity, the Utah Light and Power Company
was increasingly profitable. The company later added additional
properties and in 1904 formed the Utah Light and Railway
Comp any. This gave it a working monopoly on all street railways in Salt Lake City and Ogden and all electrical generating
facilities in Weber, Davis, and Salt Lake counties. With a capitaltzation of $10 rnillion, it was the largest corporation formed in
Utah until the incorporation of the Utah-Idaho Sugar Comp any.
In 1906 the controlling interest was sold to Edward I{. Harriman, principal owner of the Union Pacific Railroad. The company eventually became a part of the Utah Power and Light
Company.30

Railroads

&

As a railroad center between California and the East, Utah
enjoyed a good deal of railroad expansion and activity. A1though the railroad threw tearnsters out of work and caused
occasional failures in small industry, it gave impetus to commercial farming and mining and reduced the cost of machinery and
other manufactured goods.
During the 1BB0s and 1890s, the lJnion Pacific Railroad
had a virtual monopoly on railway transportatior, and many
felt that the company "took advantage of its monopolistic position to impose highly discriminatory freight rates on many commodities. . . . ;t 3l Although a few inCependent lines were in
operation to and from the larger mines, these were also dependent on LI.P. for transportation out of the state. The monopoly
of Union Pacific finally brought abcut such resentment that
determined attempts were made to break it by building competing lines. The most determined of these efforts was made by
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Senator Williarn A. Clark of l\{ontan&, who organtzed the Salt
Lakeo San Pedro, and Los Angeles R"ailroad in 1900. T'his company bregan to acquire a right-of-way for a roacl from Salt Lake
to Los Angeles and furnished a definite challenge to the new
road being built by Union Pacific (uu part of the Oregon Short
Line system) which would follow the sarne route. The {.Jtah and
Pacific, as the U.P. road was callecl, was already under construction when the Salt Lake line was begun.
tsoth roads hegan construction east of the ir{evacla line, buildirg paratrlel on the same disputed grade. Fightirg broke out at
construction sites arnons workers for both lines, and the rnatter
finally reactrred the courts of l{evada" After a great deal of litigation, a compromise was made, and the two lines were built
running parallel down the Meadow Valtrey wash. The denouernent came when Senator Clark triumphantly announced that
the Salt Lake line had cornpleted negotiations for the transfer
of Short Line property to his railroad, and connections were
being completed to Los Angeles" fhrough trains began running
on the Salt Lake, San Pedro, and Los Angeles line in 1903. The
line was later incorporated into the tJnion Facific System.
The Oregon Short Line, one of the#biggest and most active
railroads during this period, had an interesting history. The road
was originally in competition with lJnion Pacific, with l,+21
miles of track in lJtah, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, and Oregon
and with head offices in Salt Lake City.sz In 1897 the Short
Line allowed the Rio Grande Western and other lines to invade
LJnion Facific territory on arr equal footing with U.P., which
connected with the Short Line at Granger" Union Pacific retaliated by canceli*g tariff and car service to the Oregon Short
I-,ine . Feace was restored in 1899, and the next
\/ear the OSL
became virtually a part of the Union Pacific complex.
One of the rnost interesting improvements made on the
Oregon Short Line was a line which became known as the Lucin
Cutoff. Commenced in 1899 and completed in 1900, the cutoff
ran from Ogden west over level country for fifteen rnile s to the
Great Salt Lake, where the line ran on trestles across the lake.
This cutoff saved a great deal of time for the railroad on that
run and was regarded as a great feat of engineering.
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At the end of the first decade of the twentieth century, Salt
Lake City was a great railroad center. With the Southern Pacific
line to San Francisco, the Short Line to Portland, the Salt Lake
route to Los Angeles, a Western Pacific route to San Francisco,
and the transcontinental routes to Chicago, Minneapolis, and St.
Paul, Salt Lake was well on its way to becoming a leading center
of trade and transportation in the West.
Banking

The growing financial i*portance of [Jtah, its

;

I
I

increasing

importance in business, and its growing "commerciality" are all
reflected in the growth of bankine. In 1896 Utah had twelve
national banks and thirty-four private and state banks, ffiost of
rvhich had been organtzed in the 1880s. By this tirne, banks
were located not only in Salt Lake City and Ogdeno but also in
many cities throughout the state. Because of the depression of
the 1890s, there was little financial activity in the state until
after the turn of the century. Several banks were organi zed
during the first decade of the twentieth ccntury, partlcularly
after 1905. In that year, ten state banks, one private bank, and
trvo national banks were added to those already in existence"
This continued at a similar rate in 1906, 1908 (1907 was a crisis
l"ear), 1909, and 1910. By the end of 1910 there were seventyeight state and private banks in Utah and twenty-four national
banks. This was more than double the number of banks in
lgg6.33
Further evidence of the commercialization of the economythe adaptation of the state to the monetary economy- by 1910
\\-as that in 1908 the LDS Church abandoned its traditional
policy of requiritg that tithing be paid in kind and, instead,
placed tithing on a cash basis. Moreover, by this time the stores
rnd factories, which had been accustomed to paying their help
nartly in cash and partly in "store goods" or "factory goods,"
had given up the scrip system and gone entirely over to cash.

oo
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Guggenheims and constructed a six-thousand-ton concentrating
mill at Magna and a large smelter at Garfield. {-}pon the completion of these f acilitie s in I 90 6-they represented the largest
copper-neducing facilities in the world-Utah Copper initiated
opencut mining operations at its Bingharn porphyry rnines. By
1907 the concentrator, the srnelter, anC the opencut minirg, in
which $g miilion had been invested, were operati*g full-scale.

By 1909 the equipment and facilities at the mine included 11
steam shovels, 21 locomotives , L45 strippi*g dump cars, and 16
miles of railroad trackage"

In 1910 Utah Copper cornbined with Boston Consolidated.
Sarnuel Untermeyer, the i\ew York lawyer who engineered the
deal, received $581,250 in cash from {Jtah Copper, 3,250 of the

310,000 shares of Utah Copper stcck (value about $62.50 per
share), and an additional $193,750 from Boston Consolidated.
The total fee is said to have been the largest ever paid a lawyer
for such a deal. The merger set the stage for a prolonged period
of growth and prosperity at the tltah Copper Mine.
Around 1910 John D" Rockefeller visited the facilities and
viewed the beehive of activity created bV the numerous steam
shovels restlessly working to truo the gS"" ore from two dozen
terraces that lined the mountain from its base to its very top.
Excitedly he exclaimed, "It's the sreatest industrial sight in the
worXd

!

"

\7

Coal" It appears evide nt that , dt first, more interest was
shown in the more spectacutrar metals than in coal. But the
needs of railroads, the existence of railroads to exploit and
market the fuel, and the skyrocketing demand for coal for
smelting stimulated development of the industry. Despite increased output by the thirteen mines of the state, however, a
coal shortage plagued lJtah, and much was i*ported from
Wyomitg.
Coal mining haC its greatest boost when the Denver & R.io
Grande Western R"ailroad opened up the vast d"posits at Carbon
County in 1882.1e A subsidiary of D&RGW was the Utah Fuel
Comp a:n; t which owne d the Scofield, Castle Gate, Sunnyside,
and other properties and was the largest coal-mining firm in
Utah during the 1896-1910 period" In the year 1900 Utah coal
u
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Summary

To

summ arrze, the principal economic events in Utah during
the period 1896 to 1910 were these:

l. The initiation of the Pioneer Electric Power project in
Ogden Canyon in 1895, which precipitated Utah's important
hydroelectric power industry.
2. Sale of Utah Sugar Company to Henry Flavemeyer and the
American Sugar Refinirg Company in 1902, thus bringing to
Utah the capital with which to expand the Lehi plant and to
build other plants, rendering permanent the i*portant beet
sugar industry.
3" The approval for the Strawberry Valley Project in 1903,
thus originating the first, and one of the largest, reclamation
projects in Utah's history.
4. The formation of the Utah Copper Company in 1903,
thus launchirg an enterprise that was to develop the low-grade
porphyry ores of "the richest hole on earth,'o from which $Z
billion in ores have since been removed.
5. Completion of the Salt n ake, San Pedro, and Los Angeles
Railroad in 1906, thus giving rise to the i*portant trade with
California which has been a basic feature of Utah's economy
ever since.
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2. The Burgeoning of Utoh's
Economy, l9lo-18
Thomos G. Alexonder

The nineteenth-century mining industry produced income
figures giving the Mountain West the appearance , vt least, of
unusual abundance. Although significantly below the national
average in urban-industrial growth, the region exceeded the
national level in per capita income. Utah, however, did not
follow the regional trend because of heavy reliance on agriculture and marginal manufacturing and because of poor access to
market . During the first decades of the twentieth century the
remainder of the Mountain West befame more like Utah as
agriculture surpassed mining in the various local economies. At
the same time, the Pacific Coast states, which had been economically much like the Mountain West in the nineteenth centurl, passed the threshold of urban-industrial development. I
Agricultural

E

xpansion

In the decade from 1910 to 1920, agriculture was the mainstay of Utah's economy. Although total rural population continued to decline relative to urban population, it enjoyed an
absolute increase of 16.7 percent, from about 200,000 to
almost 234,000 persons, while the rate of urban growth actually
slowed below that of the previous decade. During the decade
the total number of farms increased from 2I,700 to 25,700,
and total agricultural acreage increased from 3.4 million to 5.0
million. In 1920, 9.6 percent of the total area of Utah was
taken for farming.2
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Almost all areas of the agricultural economy benefited from
the good tirnes" tJnder the stirnuh.rs of high prices and reduced
freight rates, fruit crop acreage increased until in 19 I 2 Utah
farrners owned more than fortv-ihree thousand acres" Markets
becarne glutted by 1 I 1 5, howeve r, and farrne rs began to pull
trp Xarge numtrers of trees.3 Field-, truck-, and grain-crop acrease---u-nlike trrorticulture -continue d to itrcre ase during the
rle cade . Although superior varie tie s o f se e ds we re not introduced into {Jtah hefore 1900 and in some areas }}ct until 1915,
the developrnent of better grades of wheat, cspeciaily strains
such as Turke y Red, made the {Jtah product more e asily
rnarke tab}e" 4

Although the area of most intense farming remained along
the Wasatch F'ront eluring the decade between 1910 and 1920,
farmers pushed into hitherto sparsely cultivated regions. An increase in the number of farms took place in each county except
Grand, Juab, h4organo and Wasatch. The largest percentage
growth carne in trron and San Juan counties.5 Population
growth, caused presumably by people taking up land on the
rece ntny openeC tlintah and Ouray trndian re servation lands,
necessitateel the organization of Duch$ne County in 1915 and
Daggett County in 19 i I " 6
By amendments to the Homestead Act, the federal gcvernrnent also promoteC land acquisition. ChanEes in the law in
1909 and 1912 alXowed farrners to take 320 acres of land for
dry farming after a three-yeay residence , and the 1916 Stockraising Honiestead Act granted full se ctions for home steads. T
With the increased interest in land acquisition, new real estate
companies sprang into existence. Of five reatr estate corporations
listed in F{ogtre's handhook in 1917, the four for which dates of
incorporation are given were founded after l- 910. In the nine
years between 1909 and 1918, settlers entered an average of
bV

5,CI00 new acres each y'ear.

B

Be tween 19 14 and 19 I 6 ECgar B. Brossatrd of the titah State
Agricultural E*perirnent Station enade an extensive study of
farening conditions at various irrigated farms throughout Utah.9
The farms in F{yde Park, although somewhat smaller than the
state average, were typical. Farmers planted slightly more
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winter wheat in 1916 than in LgL4 because ttre price increased
more than it did for other crops, and dry farrning was extenCed
to lands formerly used for grazing. Farmers usually grew sLigar
beets on about ten acres of their best land. Although potatoes
were easier to grow, the sugar beets produced a higl"ler cash
return, they did not have to compete on distant rnarkets, and
contracts with susar companies insured a steady incorne. A few
of the farmers ran cattle on the Cache National F-cnest, but
grazing permits were difficult to obtain, and livestock raising
was not sufficiently profitabtre to give up field crops. On the
average farm, sugar beets were the main source of income, milk
and dairy prod"ucts stood second, and potatoes and garden crops
placed third. Farmers had generally invested about $420 each in
modern farm machinery as against the Utah average of $449 in
I9L4. Farm tenancy was great neither in Hyde Park nor in [Jtah
as a whole.

One of the major problems of Utah farmers was the relative
isolation of the state and the consequent high cost of shippi^g
long distances to major markets" This produced a condition in
which lhe prices of exported crops sugh as huy, wheat, barley,
sugar beets, and potatoes were lower i-n Utah than the national
average; and the prices of corn, oats, and rye were higher. Most
fruit crops had to be consumed near home because such Utah
fruits as peaches, having to compete with products of areas such
as southern Michigan, remained at a disadvantage owing to long
transportation distances. During the period before the United
States' entry into World War I, however, the development of
canneries and creameries widened the market for many crops
and products. lo

The life of the farrner was comparatively pleasant during the
decade. From 1909 to 1918 monthly pay for farmhands without board increased 50 percent, from about fifty-six dollars to
eighty-four dollars. The incorne of the farm family in the late
teens ranged from $2,200 to $2,300 per yeAr. Most farm homes
within fifty miles of the railroad had electric lightirg and other
conveniences, but those beyond were without indoor plumbi^g
or electric lights and were not far removed frorn pioneer conditions. In Utah, where the majority of farm families lived in the
Wasatch Front counties, ffiost lived fairly well. 11
5t
c)

Ft

Part of the prosperity of southern Utah Valley came from the
Strawberry Valtrey reclamation project, which the government
autho rized in Dece rnber 19 0 5 .rz By November 19 12 crews
working on the Strawberry tunnel had drilled through, and they
completed cement work in 1913. Workmen finished the F{ighline canai, which reached from the Spanish Fork River to
Payson, in 1916 and began work on the canal to Mapleton and
Springville in 1918" Work on the dam started in 1911 and was
fully completed in 1917. The first project water was delivered
inJune 1915"
The supply of water and power to southern Utah County
helped promote the economic development of the area. Beet
sugar companies built plants, and businessmen erected alfalfa
mills and vining stations" IJntil 1910 Juab and Sanpete counties
had grown at about the same rate as the project area. In 1915
population spurted forward, and southern Utah County began
to flourish and develop. The growth of adjoining counties, however, was limited by lack of water" In 1915 the assessed valuation of property in the project area was $7.5 million; by 1920 it
had grown to $26.9 million.
s
Sugar beets" Possibly the securest portion of the agricultural
picture was the beet sugar industry. The price of sugar was
fairly stable until the beginning of World War I, when it besan
to rise" It climbed to seven dollars per ton in L9l7 and twelve
dollars by 1920. Although the crop required intensive farming,
it provided sumrner work for children and meant that the
farmer did not need as much land to produce a good living. In
L9LT more than nine thousand farmers engaged in sugar beet
raising, and factories turned out $11"1 million worth of sugar
products. trn 1920 the sugar produced was worth $ZS million. 13
It is difficult to sep arate the agricultural phase of the sugar
beet industry from its manufacturi*g sector. Owing to a favorable combination of soil, available water, and climate, Utah
farmers became successful beet cultivators. 14 The processing of
the beet in Utah came about because of the great loss in processed weight, which made it cheaper to ship the finished
product than the raw material. Close cooperation between the
company and the farmer developed, and production fitted in
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well with the farmer's other activities because weeding and thinning were completed before haying was underway" The harvest
came later in the fall when other crops were already in. During
the late fall and winter many farmers became industrial workers
in local sugar factories. 15
The period after 1910 was one of expansion for the manufacturitg end of the industry as well as for beet farming.
Between 1910 and 1919 a nurnber of new plants opened in
various towns of central and northern Utah" By 1915 the industry was second in the manufacturitg field only to metal
processing. In 1916 Utah moved into third place in sugar production in the United States" 16 The prosperity of the companies reflected this development. In April 191 4 the stock of
the Utah-Idaho Sugar Company sold at seven dollars per share,
or three dollars below par value. Within thirty months, the value
had increased more than 400 percent, and in November 1916 it
was being traded at twenty-nine dollars per share" 17
During this period of expansion, beet sugar companies bore
the brunt of considerable adverse comment. Critics pointed out
in 1913, for instance, that Utah sugar sold in Texas for $4. 15
per one hundred pounds while Utah cifizens had to pay $5.25.
During the First World War, a growers' organization charged
that the United States Food ACministration, in collusion with
the state administrator and the cornpanieso had set the price of
beets at such a low level that the farmers were losing profits to
the company. They pointed out that payments to growers in
European countries averaged several dollars per ton more than
in the United States.l8
Meat Packing. In addition to the sugar industry, a number of
other industries, such as meat packing, were based on the
primary processing of Utah and intermountain state agricultural
products. Until well after 1900 Denver was the westernmost
livestock market between the midwestern and the Pacific Coast
states. In 1906 the Ogden Packing and Provision Company built
a small plant, and by I9I4 two packing houses were in operation there. They furnished employment to 130 people and produced $ 1.9 million worth of dressed animals. le
After the outbreak of the war) Utah's meat packirg industry
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to expand more rapidiy. The Ogden Facking and Provision Company srew r-rntil in 19 16 it alone employed 240
people anC soid $3 million in products. In tr917, with rnoney
inve steC bv {Jtah and lclaho capitatrists, includins Fred J. Kiesel,
James Pingree, Adam Patterson, Lars F{ansen, and Charles and
Simon S. Jensen, it expanded r-rntil it had the largest packing
plant r,vest of Omaha. In 1916 the Cudahy Packing Company
purchased the Inter-Mountain Packing Company plant in i,trorth
Salt L,ake ancl remodetred it to an increased capacity" The estirnate d product value o f the industry in 19 I I was $ 8.3
began

million"

2o

Still, by 1918 representatives of the industry were not satisfied with the progress of their business. {-ltaLr was far below its
potential in cattle raising. It was nearly the lowest in the mountain state s in livestock per square mitre- 7 .6 compared with
Wyoming's 13"2 and ldaho's 34.8" Sirnon S" Jensen of the
Ogden Packing and Frovision Cornpany pointed out that it was
not unusual to see a trainload of cattle, followed by o trainload
of grain, followed by a trainload of hay-all going to the same
place. He said that bankers were not generally inclined to lend
rnoney to livestock growers even th"u"gfr farmers needed credit
in the winter so they would not have to sell their partly matured
cattle. Another difficulty was that freight rates favored live
anirnals over dressed meats. Representatives of the industry petitioned the F-ederal Trade Commission to force the railroads to
change the rates, but by late 1918 they had achieved no success.21

To serve these newly developed packing facilities, other services were provided. T-he Associated Press began quoting livestock prices on the Salt Lake City and Ogden markets in 1 I l,6.
In the same year the Salt Lake Union Stock Yards Company
took over and expanded the former trnter-Mountain Packing
Company yards, and the Ogden lJnion Stock Yards Company
cornpleted new lots at Ogden" As the war continued, Ogden
became an i*portant center for shippiffg, feeding, and marketi*g of livestock. During the year 1919 the Ogden lJnion
Stockyards handled shipments of three thousand to seven
thousand animals per day.22
4A

Milling" The war also served to stimulate the milling industry, which by the tirne of the United States'entry into the war
supplied utah's mining regions and the urban centers of the
intermountain states as well as part of the Los Angeles rnarket.
In additioil, the United States Food Adrninistration opened a
channel leading to Galveston and New Orleans" 'fhe increaseC
emphasis on better strains of wheat and low costs owing to the
use of hydroelectric power helped considerably in the industry's
growth. utah's milling industrf, centered in Ogden, had by December 1919 become one of the ten leading milling centers of
the lJnited States. Utah became a net exporter of fiour, but it
was an importer cf cereals in the form of breakfast food and
other commodities. There was, however, some expansion of
cereal plants and bakeries in [Jtah during the decade"23
Canning. Ogden also became {.Jtah's i*portant canning center. F'ully half of the thirty-two canneries located in the state in

I914 were found in the junction City. In 1914TJtah's canning
factories produced a total of 1.3 million cases of fruits and
vegetables, and Utah ranked fifth among the states in canning.
Although the outbreak of the Europ&an war slowed development momentarily, the industry soon expanded, and in 1917
twenty-two Ogden canning factories secured government contracts. One of thern, the Everfresh F'ood Company, had such a
great need for cannins produce that it made a standing offer to
take all garden truck in lots of ten pounds or more. The mining
camps and stock ranges of the West, under the stimulation of
wartime conditions, were also heavy purchasers. In 19 18 the
value of Utah's product was $3.4 rnillion, of which 64 percent
was sold outside the state.Z4
Textiles. Another industry based upon the products of utah,
although in a roundabout way, was the woolen and textile industry. Most of the woolen mills were interested in supplyi*g
miners and workmen with products of utility rather than
making products of beauty. The market was especially good in
the mining camps of New Mexico and Arizona and in the lumber camps of the Pacific Coast, where route salesmen employed
by each factory sold "black Mormon under\Mear. " Partly because of unfavorable freight rates, Utah had no scouring plants.
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Wools sheared in Utah were shipped to the East, scoured, dyed
black, then shipped back again. Two large concerns, John Scowcroft and Sons of Ogden and ZCMI of S alt Lake City, produced
overalls for miners and construction workers, although most
cotton products were made on a special-order basis.25
Other consumption goods. Another industry of importance
which involved the secondary manufacture of a Utah product
was candy making. In 1915, $2.4 million worth of candy made
in {Jtah was sold in the West and throughout the world. Regular
shipments went to Austr aha, Japan, and Alaska. The largest
plants were the J. G. McDonald Chocolate Company and the
Sweet Candy Comp a:ny of Salt Lake City, the Shupe-Williams
Candy Comp any of Ogden, and the Startup Candy Company of
Provo. By 1920 sales ran to $5 million per year.26
Prohibition, which Utah instituted in August 19L7 , had different effects on various industries. Soda water bottlers noted
an increase in sales as local firms which had formerly produced
malt beverages turned to soft drinks. Conversely, the liquor
distillers and the cigar makers suffered. Saloons, which had
handled the cigars until Prohibition, wgnt out of business, and
chain stores coming into the state at the time pushed eastern
goods in Ogden and Salt Lake City, where the major cigar
market had been. The major protection for the Utah industr!,
which was based partly on Utah-grown tobacco, was the high
shipping co st.27

Industrial Growth
Manufacturing. In addition to the expansion of the agricultural processing industries, the First World War was undoubtedly responsible for most of the growth in heavy manufacturing in
Utah. If Ogden was the state's food processing center, Salt Lake
City, with fully one-half of Utah's manufacturitg establishments in 1911, served as the focus of industry. As a result of
wartime production needs, the first attempt at the fabrication
of iron and steel since 1883 occurred in 1915 just south of Salt
Lake City at the plant of the Utah Iron and Steel Company in
Midvale. Scrap was the principal source of metal, and fuel for its
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15 O-ton open-hearth furnace came from gas made from Sunnyside coal. Although the plant was basically a war industrl, it
manufactured rails, which it sold principally in western mining
districts. An electric furnace was installed for the refining of ;
superior grade of steel. By the end of 1916 one hundred men
worked at the plant, and plans were being laid to increase the
capacity of the furnaces to produce three thousand tons of steel
daily. During 1918 Utah produced propellers for ships on a
government contract, and plans were laid for reopening the iron
deposits of Iron County.28
Prosperity in the mining industry gave rise to the ptrant which
the Hercules Powder Comp any completed at Bacchus, about
fifteen miles west of Salt Lake City, in 1915. The company
constructed a village of thirty dwelliogs, a hotelo clubhouse,
library, dance hall, general store, and schoolhouse. The plant
115 men by 19!q; they rurned our 800,000 pounds
"Tpl"yed
of
high explosives per year.29
The most important manufacturirg adjunct of the mining
industry was smelting and refining. By 1910 the industry had
developed to a respectable size, with
$x great smelters representing an investment of more than $ 2O million. Indicative of
the economy involved in the large-scale operation of the utah
Copper Company is the fact that, whereas in L872 the cost for
mining and smelting high-grade ores was $ss per ton, by 1913
the cost of handling low-grade porphyry ores was $1.25 per ton.
As the price of metals rose, even before the ware it became
protitable to smelt old slag and tailings at the mines.30
Smeltitg during most of the decade was a highly profitable
business, inducing the International Smelting and Refinirg
Company to break ground for alead smelter atTooele in 1911.
Plants in Utah refined ores of all types from local mines in the
Coeur d' Alene district of Idaho and in Nevada, Montar?, and
Arizona. Although there was a slump from lgLZ to 1915, the
war stimul ated the smelting industry io such an extent that by
1919 Utah had the greatest smelting district in North America.
In 1919 Salt Lake Valley smelters treated 4.43 million tons of
metal. Anaconda, Montafr&, and Douglas, Arizona, each processed more copper, but the Salt Lake area plants treated more
combined metal.3l
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A start was made toward a chemical industry in l-ltah in
19 1 2" In that year sulfr-lric acid was re covered from copper
smeltinp{. In 1916 the titah Coppen Compao}, in conjunction
with the Garfield Smelting Company, organized the Garfielcl
Chemical and h{anufacturitg Corporation to construct and
operate an acid plant near ttre Garfield smelter. The original
capacity was seventy-five tons per duy, but this was increased to
150 tons.32

If

manufacturing did not become as i*portant in Utah as in
the nation as a whole, it did nevertheless grow tnore rapidly in
IJtah during the decade from 1910 to 1920 than in the rest of
the country" It also grew rnore rapidly than did asriculture. In
19 10 approximately 28.3 percent of utah's labor force was
engaged in agriculture, as against l- 1"9 percent in manufacturing.
In 1920, 28.9 percent was engaged in agriculture and 14.5 percent in manufacturing. The greatest percentage increases came
in employment in the processing of food products and in the
manu facture of iron and steel and rnachinery products. This
increase made the iron and steel products sector aimost as large
an employer as mining by 1920"33 6
Minerals. Mining, paced hy copper, was extremely irnportant
to the economy. Production of copper increased frorn 109 million pounds in 1909 to 246 million in 1917. The industry seems
to have received its major shot in the arm from the merger of
the Utah Copper Corporation and the Boston Consolidated
Copper Cornpany in 1910; this merger combined the leadership
of Daniel C. Jackling and the financial acumen of the Guggenheims. From about 1907 to 1909 the mineral industry suffered
a slight setback because of the commercial depression; beginning in 1910 the rise continued with only slight pauses until the
end of World War I. At the outtrreak of the war in Ar-rgust LgL4
a decline in the copper industry forced a 50 percent curtailment
in operations. In spite of the cutback, however, dividends in
LgL4 were still higher at $ 7 .4 million than the $5.7 million paid
in 1913" Conditions began to improve in N,{arch 1915, and the
industry moved to a new record for that year" trn 1916 profits
for the company rose to $33.7 million. Utah copper noted some
difficulties after thb United States'entry into the war which it
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had not experienced before. As a result of the draft, a serious
shortage of competent labor de veloped, and therefore labror
costs rose. The company, nevertheless, rernained in excellent
condition until the end of the war.34
In addition to copper, lead-with a \23-million-pound prodrection in 191O_--was an i*portant mineral industry. The rnajor
producer of lead, accounting for almost one-thirel of the annual
output, was the Park City district" Binghaln and Tintic stood
second ancl third. Lead mining was closetry allied with the extraction of silver and zix-tc. Actually, the only way producers
could profit from processing lead was through the simultaneous
recovery of silver. As a result, lead producers were very much
afraid of the lower duties irnposed by the [Jnderwood-Simrnons
Tariff of 1913, but the war stimulated the rnarket for most base
metals to new records" In 1916 Utah stood second in the United
States in silver production, third in lead, and fourth in
copper.35

The war affected the gold market much less than it did thrat
of other metals. Before the war, the largest producers of gold
were Bingharn) Tintic, and Mercur. Llntil Bingham forged ahead
in gotrd production as a by-product of fts copper recoverl, the
Tintic district had led the state in production" The state's gold
production dropped somewhat during the decaCe, owing partly
to the closing of the mines at Mercutr. By 1912 gold extraction
at lVIercur averaged only one-eighth of an ounce of gold per ton
of ore, and the mine s had to cease operations in the next
vear.36

A number of nonrnetatrtric mineral industries were also active
during the period" Two companies engaged in the production of
salt on Great Salt Lake" The Salduro salt deposits near the
\Vestern Pacific Railroad line close to the l{evada horder were
opened. Other nonrnetallic mineratrs mined during the period
included native bitumens, gypsum, dolomite, potash, and limestone, which was r.ased in sugar refining" With the exception of
Gilsoniteo salt, and potasLr, the commercial development of the
nonmetallics d.pended upon markets within the state. Except
insofar as these local markets were stimulated, production was
largely unaffected by the war.37
45

As a result of the closing of shippi*g lanes from Germany,
the potash industry devetroped extensively during the \ /ar" The
price of potash rose from thirty-five dollars per ton to five
hundred dollars per ton after the blockade of Germany began in
L974, and development was initiated at alrnost every potash
deposit in the {-inited States" D*posits of alunite were opened
about seven rniles southwest of Marysvale; the Solvay Process
Company built a plant at Salduro, trJtah, about twenty miles
east of Wendover, to extract the mineral from Great Salt Lake;
and the Salt Lake Chemical Compan;z: a subsidiary of the Diarnond Match Companl, began operations near Grantsville" After
the end of the war, production began to decline under German
competition and was terminated by i921"38
Another mineral industry which the war promoted was coal
mining" A group of independent companies fought hard with
the dominant Utah Fuel Ccmpany and succeedeC in cutting it
to about 40 percent of the market by 1916" Although automatic machinery was introduced, ernployment increased steadily

through the early twenties. Under the stimulus of advancing
wartime conditions, the volume of coal mined increased untitr in
1920 six million tons were produced.39
Banking" The development of cornmerce, industry, minihg,
and agriculture which took place during the period also promoted the growth of banking. In 1910 there were I02 banks in
utah" By 1919 this number had grown to L23, but more irnpressive stiltr, total assets grew from ff44.2 million in 1910 to
$102.6 million in December 1919. Also, through the efforts of
Utah and southern Idaho bankers, led by the Salt Lake Clearing
House Association, the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco
located a branch in Salt Lake City.40
Transportation, communication, and utilities. As agriculture,
mining, and manufacturirg pushed to new heights, transportation, cornmunication, and utilities underwent a relatively steady
growth. The bulk of those employed in transportation worked
Utah's railroad industry. The Southern Pacific was the leading
employer in Ogden, with an annual payroll in 1918 of more
than $ t mitrlion and an employment of about one thousand. In
August 1910, the steam railroad network was essentially com16

pleted by the construction of the Western Pacific to San Francisco. The Barnberger railroad was electrified in 1910, and electric interurban lines were built south of Salt Lake City to
Puyson Lretween 19 X 4 and 19 I 6 and north from Ogden to
I ogan and on to Preston, Idahr, from 1914 to 1918. A number
of narrow-gauge lines were completed to serve mines at Ophir,
Alta, and Bingharn, and by 1918 the value of Utah's 3,255 miles
of steam and electric railroads totaled $92 million.4l
Although the railroads were i*portant to lJtah's econoffiy,
their policies may have actuatrly inhibited the development of
other industries. Shipping rates, for instance, favored live animals and raw rnateriatrs going east; that policy surely retarded
the development of souncler industries in many fields. On the
other hand, the pricing policies of the railroad helped the beet
sugar industry compete in other areas, although they also
cansed {Jtahns to pay higher prices for their sugar than they
norrnally would have and perhaps retarded second ary use of
sugar in the processing of fruits and in the manufacturing of
candy and confectionery.42
Ano fher phase of cornmunication which received a boost
during the de cade was the tele phonS industry. The Rocky
Mountain Bell Telephone Company-which had rights to serve
Idaho, Montana, {Jtah, and Wyorning-became part of the
Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Company in J.tly
1911. A new era in communications opened on July 28, L9I4,
r,vhen crews set the last potre and spliced wires at Wendover,
Utah, to connect the first transcontinental telephone line.43
Also indicative of the progress of the utitrities during the
period is the development of the Utah Power and Light Company. Incorporated in L9LZ frorn a number of smaller utilities,
the company supplied service by L922 to 205 cornmunities in
an area bounded by Ashton, Idaho, oo the north and Huntington, Utah, 37 0 miles to the south. The utility operated forty
generating stations with a total capacity of 224,000 horsepower, of which 200,000 was hydroelectric, mostly derived
from the Bear River. The corporation employed three thousand
people with art annual payroll of $ 3 million. Demand for power
increased and changed during the period. Formerly electricity
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was used rnainly for lighting, but industry came to use rnore
power in processing goods. The number of custcrners of {-ltah
Po**r and Light grerv from 39,7 00 in 19 1 2 to more than
83,000 in 192 2.44

tlrtr anization
The development of manufacturing, transportatioil, and comxnunication helped prornote the growth of {.Jtah's urban centers
(see table ?.1): Befween 1900 and 1910 urban areas increased
by 64 percent to L72,934 people, or 46 percent of the population. urban expansion slowed somewhat during the followi*g
decade to 24.7 percent; but in 1920, 215,584 people, or 48
percent of the population, lived in cities" This slower development was probably a function of both the low tlase in 1900 and
the number of people who remained in agriculture or rnoved to
farms during the prosperous wartirne period. In spite of the
slow urban growth, the population of Utah's cities increased
greatly (see table 2.2). Salt Lake City, with a population of
92,777 in 1910, increased to 118,110 in 1920" Ogden grew
from 25,580 tc A2,804 people, and ffi.t* and Logan showed
increases of a similar degree.45
With this growth came a considerable change to the cities.
The face of Salt Lake City, especially, und,erwent a tremendous
transforrnation. Beginning in 1909, the mining magnate Samuel
Newhouse constructed the twin Newhouse and Boston buildings
on the east side of Main Street between Third and Fourth
South. In 19 I 1 the F{otel l-ltah was built, the Walker Bank
Building was constructed in 191 2, and the Hotel Newhouse was
built in 1915. The federal building, originally constructed in
1905, was extended in 1911, and in 1917 The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints completed its office building.46
Largely owing to the million-dollar inheritance tax paid by
the heirs of E. F{. F{arriman and David Eccles and a milliondotrlar bond issue, the state constructed its capitol building
between 1912 and 1915. Richard K. A. Ktrettins of Salt Lake
City secured the contract as architect in March L91.2, and
ground-breaking ceremonies took place on December 16.James
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Stewart and Company of New York and Salt Lake City were
awarded the initial contract for $ 1.1 million, but more than
$2.7 million was actually spent on the structure and its decorations. The Consolidated Stone Company's quarry in Little
Cottonwood Canyon, east of Salt Lake City, furnished stone for
the edifice.4T
Reform legislation. As a response to industrial and urban
gro*ih, the period after 1900 on both the national and state
levels was or-r of economic reform. The Wilson administration,
which began in 19 13, culminated the development in the
nation, and the decade from 1910 to 1920 witnessed a great
deal of econornic reform in Utah. Utah put into effect a ninehour law for women in 1911 and a minimum-wage law for the
fair sex in 1913, both of which were enforced by the Bureau of
Immigration, Labor, and Statistics, the forerunner of the Industrial Commission. Most employers supported this legislation,
and by l}L+, although some employees had lost their jobs because of the laws, they were generally accepted.43
Other industrial reform legislation included the Child Labor
Act of 1911. This law provided that no boy or girl under fourteen could be ernployea in any establi$rment where poisonous
or dangerous materials were used, and no boy under fourteen or
girl .md*r sixteen could be required to work more than fiftyfo.rr hours in any week. No girls or women were to be employed in any place where intoxicating liquor was sold, and no
6oy under twelve nor girl under sixteen, except under some
conditions, was allowed to sell newspapers on the streets of
cities of the first or second class.
There was considerable pressure to regulate public utilities, to
enforce adherence to safety regulations in industry, to insure
workmen against injuries caused by industrial accidents, and to
allow employees the right to organize. Both governors William
Spty, a Republican, and Simon Bamberger, a Demo crat, called
for various pieces of such legislation. In 19 1 1 the state established a relibf fund for firemen and in 1915 organized a commission to examine the need for a law affecting the liabitrity of
employers for accidents. A report was submitted to the state
legislature on the basis of which the lglT legislature created an
50
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industrial cornmission which took over the duties of the Commissioner of Immigration, Labor, and Statistics, the State Vline
trnspectors, and the State Board of Conciliation and Arbitration.
As part of the legislation, employers were required to insure
theii employees against accidents. In 19L7 the state also established u^ .o*mission to regulate public utilities, recogntzed'
unrons as legal organizatrons, and limited the right of _emplgYers
to secure inJunctions in labor dispute s. In 19 1 1 and 19 1 3 the
state passed legislation regulating banks, and in 1919 the State
Securities Comrnission was established.

The state of Utah also enacted some tax Eeform legislation
during the decade" In 19 1 I the le gislature provided for the
uppoi*trnent of a board of comrnissioners to review thre system
oi- taxation and revenue cotrle ction and to recommend changes
in the Law" Much property in the state was found to be inequitably assessed. Railroid holdings in Box flder County, for instance, were assessed at $8"5 million; in Weher County, the
major railroad center, assessors valued them at only $1.4 million; and in Salt Lake County, where facilities were inferior to
those in Weber, they were e stimated ut $ 8. I million. The legisXatures dicl not act Ln the proposals in1913 and 1915, apparently because of the lohrbying efforts of individual and corporate interests. But in 19 19 the state passed laws relating to
taxation and the State Board of E,quatrization and changed the
system of assessment of the property of industries. Metal mines
were to be taxed on the basis of the value of their improvernents plus three tirnes their net proceeds. The assessed valuation of rnetal mines stood at $100 million, or about 15 percent
of the total assessed valuation of the state in 19 19, as against
$46 million in 19 I I "4e
The legislature also enacted sorne agrarian reforrn legislation.
An act in t913 created a State Board of Sheep Commissioners
to try to control diseases and improve the quality of sheep" In
1919 the legislature authorized the State Board of Loan Commissioners to negotiate a loan for $ 1 rnillion and to cooperate
with the federal government in the reclamation of pubtric lands
for the settlement of ex-servicernen and other U.S. citizens.
The people of [Jtah also attempted to encourage the developb2

ment of education in the state. In 19 I 1 voters approved a constitutional amendment creating a high school funA, which hy
the school year 1915-16 amounted to $101,000. Before the
creation of the fund, public high schools in utah hae{ been
alrnost nonexistent. The 19 15 legislature passe d a law which
made consolidation of county high schools rnandatory" In 1913
the state established a School of Mines and fiva scholarships of
$ 7e0 per yeay for graduates who showed aptitude for research
at the University of Utah. The school considered a number of
mining probleffis, includi*g the devetropment of low-grade
ores.

So

A Decade of Prosperitv

With the new extensive economic developrnent through the
of "good times" for the p*opt" of
Utah. Between 1900 and 1920 per capita income in {Jtah had
increased from $tgS to $556, which was a more rapid increase
than that of the United States as a whole. How*""r, t]tahns
ended the period more than one hundrqd dollars behind the
national pei capita income, whereas they ?rud been only twenty
dollars behind itt 1900. In terms of Lg64 dollarso lJtahns earned
$1,023 per capita in 1920. The per worker income in Utah was
actually greater than the United States average, but larger families nullifi*d part of the advantage.5l
Working conditions during the decade frorn 1910 to 1920
were quite favorable. By 1916 violations of the minimum-wage
decade came also a period

and nine-hour laws for women were infrequent. Some industriis
which hired principally women were exemplary in the provision
of excellent conditions for their workers. This was *rpecially
true of the J. G. NlcDonald Chocolate Cornpany of Satt Lake
City. This organization provided rnodel dining and reading
rooms, recreation facilities, an elegant roof garden, and a srnall
zoo for the benefit of its ernployees.5z
Perhaps because of the increase in wages over the period, the
decade was notably free of strikes. In S aLt Lake City and Ogden
the skilled craftsmen as well as some common laborers *rr*
fairly well organize14 but outside the cities labor was practically
Ir c)
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in LgLz,
recogobtain
to
tried
Miners
of
when the Western Federation
scale
wage
the
strike
of
the
time
nition and higher wages. At the
for
muckers,
workers,
$2.50
stood at $2.00 per diy for surface
and $3.00 for miners. The union asked for fifty-cent-per-day
increases, but the company offered only twenty-five-cent increases for muckers urd miners. During the five-month strike,
unorganized,. The worst strike took place at Bingham

sheriff's deputies and immigrant strikebreakers were brought
in.5

3

Wage scales as early as 1912 were generatly above the nation-

wide i".rug.. In tgiO demand for workmen in the building
trades was greater than the supply, and wages advan ced an
average of twenty-five cents to seventy-five cents peT duy. As
the p"ri.. of copper and other metals rose under wartime pres,.rr., ad.vances lo*uges resulted. In December 1916 employees
at the Magna and Arthur plants of the Utah Copper Company
incre ase in wages to about $ 3.25 per day, and
rece ived ;
miners received increases which brought their wages up to $ 4-50
per duy. These increases were somewhat counterbalanced by
inflatiorr, but it seems apparent that wgrkers fared better than
they had before.54
The only major problem came in the metal industries in
1919, when the demand for metals began to decrease. Plants
closed d.own or went on short hours. Wages were reduced an
average of f ifty to seventy-five cents per duy in Febru Ny Although they returned to the former scale inJuly, it appears
that *uny ltri j"bs or went on part-time statur.55
The period from 1910 through 1918 was one of unprecedented pr"sperity for Utah. It is true that at the outbreak of the
war in E,rrc,p. the economy experienced a slight downturn, but
it quickly recovered and moved on to new heights. The period
*ui also one of increased commercial and business activity. Of
forty-four Utah firms listed in Hogle's handbook in I9l7 ,
twelve of the twenty-nine for which dates of incorporation were
given were organized, after 1910.56 In manufacturitg, farming,
transportati"n, and mining, Utah's economy experienced an upward trend during the nine years. Working conditions had never
been better, and tft. people of Utah enjoyed higher wages and
54

better lives. The legislature passed laws providirg better conditions for women and childrer, for the regulation of utilities
and banks, and for workmen's compensation.
Still, as the next essay explains, a combination of factors
prevented lJtah from passing the threshold into an urbanindustrial economy. It seems probable that the orderly character of economic growth in Utah was disrupted by wartime
developments. Resources were pressed by expanded markets
into marginally productive agricultural, mining, and manufacturing enterprises-enterprises which undoubtedly would not
have been undertaken in the absence of wartime prices and
markets. This development had disastrous results for the state's
economy after the wartime boom had subsided.
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3. The Economic Consequences
of the War=
Utoh ond the Depression
of the Early l92Os
Thmcs

G. Alexonder

Economic historians have generally seen the depression of
L92l as a ternporary dislocation. Most have agreed that agriculture suffered during the 19 20s, but this decline has generally
been viewed as an aberration. I But for tJtah and probably for
the other mountain western states as well, the depression was
not merely temporary" The expansion of the economy which
accompanied World War

I brought

about excessively rapid capi-

taI formation, reallocation of resources, and high employment
in agriculture, mining, and manufacturirS After the war, however, markets could not be found for goods produced by states
sufferirg the disadvantages of geographic isolation and relatively
low population. The depression of the early L920s exposed the
economy of Utah to competition not felt during wartime, rer-ealing the tenuous nature of markets upon which the recent
flush of prosperity had been built. Although construction, railroading, and trade continued to sustain the economy, the further shocks of 1929 opened these businesses as well to renewed
pressure. The depression of the early 1920s was a part of the
price Utahns paid for shifting resources to marginal mining,
rnanufacturitrg, and agricultural enterprise

s during the war.
Between 1910 and 1920 Utah's economy grew tike a crop of
rvild morning glory in July. E mployment in manufacturing increased at a faster rate than that of either the United States or
the Mountain West. Although the state ended the decade less
industrialized than the United States average, it was (bV percentage of employees in manufacturing) the most industrialized

5t

state in the Mountain West, and prospects for the future seemed
promising. Capital invested in manufacturitg increased from
ff47 million to $131 million between 1909 and 1919. This was a
L7 5 percent increase, substantially greater than the 144 percent
increase for the nation as a whole.Z
The manufacture of beets into sugar, together with the
primary processing of other products of Utah's fields and mines,
underpinned Utah's industrial growth. B y December 19 19
Ogden had become one of the ten leading grain-milling centers
of the United States, and the Salt Lake Valley had developed a
smelter district with a composite copper, silver, and lead production greater than any other district in North America. Mills
and smelters refined ores from Utah and parts of ldaho, Nevada,
Montah?, and Arizona. A small chemical industry had developed on the by-products of this processing. A tentative entry
into iron and steel manufacturitg was begun at Midvale, south
of S alt Lake City.3
In spite of a brief dislo cation caused by the beginnitg of the
First World War in Europe, mining moved to new heights.
Although the number of mines decreasgd from 67 5 to 202, the
aggreg ate capital invested in Utah mines increased B 1 percent,
from $9S million to $187 million between 1909 and 1919. The
percentage of the whole working force employed in mining
declined somewhat, but the number so employed increased
slightly. Copper production increased from 109 million pounds
in 1909 ro 246 million pounds in 19l7.Beginning in 1915, the
Tintic district southwest of Provo entered what some observers
thought was the greatest period of prosperity in its history. The
annual value of the product of Utah mines doubled during the
decade, coal production reached record levels, and potash deposits on the Great Salt Lake and near Marysvale in southcentral Utah were developed.4
Agriculture, which was Utah's foremost employer, showed
increases even more spectacular than those in manufacturing or
mining. While agricultural employment in the United States declined, Utah's agricultural force increased both absolutely and
relatively (see table 3.1). New lands were opened in outlying
regions of Utah, increasing agricultural acreage from 3.4 million
58

TABLE 3.1
Aggt.gate Capital and Capital per Acre
of Utah Farms, 1880-1940
Capital on Farms

in Millions of $
(Land, Buildings,
Implements, and
Livestock)
880
890
I 900

1

I

$

1e.3
39.5
7 5.2

1910

150.8

192 0

31 1.0

1925
I 930
1 940

0.0
286.3
25

198.5

Capital
per Acre
7.60
30.30
18.30
45.50
62.20
5 0.00
52.90
27 .20

Percentage Acres
or
in Farms
Decrease (Millions)

Increase

.7

$2

1,3

4.1
3.4

+36

5.0

-

5.0
5.6
7.3

19

+4
-49

SOURCE: Computed from University of Utah Bureau of Economic and Business
Research, "Measures of Economic Changes in Utah," Utah Economic and Business
Reaiew 7 (December 1947).

to 5.0 million. Aggregate capitat i;.sted in agriculture grew
more than 100 percent, from $151 million to $311million. Of
particular importance was the development of Utah's beet sugar
industry. [Jtah moved to third place among the states in beet
sugar production, as under the stimulus of wartime need the
price of beets increased from seven dollars per ton in L}IT to
twelve dollars per ton in 1920. 5
Other businesses shared in this prosperity. The Eccles, Bamberger, and Orem interurban electric railways stretched from
Payson on the south to Preston, Idaho, or the north, and narrow-gauge steam railways spread into the mining districts. After
its incorporation from a number of smaller utilities in 1912, the
Utah Power and Light Comp any expanded its power network to
include communities from Ashton, Idaho, or the north to
Huntington, Utah , 37 0 miles to the south. Assets of Utah banks
increased from $712,000 in 19r0 ro 91,2bb,000 in lgz0.
Between 1900 and 1920 per capita income in Utah increased
59

from $183 to $f f 6-a jr*p of 203 percent. This was only
slightly less than the increase in the United States as a whole.6
Utahns seemed to believe that this rapid growth would continue" In January LgL7, shortly before Arnerica's entry into
World War Io Utah Governor Simon Bamberser assured his constituents that
zahile a portion

of the stirnul,us may haue been Prouided by
the European wer, the continuance of t/tat war is in no
utise essential to the continued prosperity of the state.
Competent authorities hold that the present high price of
metals utill be maintained irrespectiue of the ccurse of the
warring povDers. While food products may decrease slightly
'in price, the LItah farmer utill not lose much, fo, he is
learning by scientific intensiue farming to produce a larger
crop Per acre each year and with an established, market his
future is assured"T

I\ot again until predictions by economists o f a " permanently
high plateau" in 1929 were "competent authoritie s" more
*irng.* With the end of the war, t-ltuh%..orromy entered into
a depression which toppled agriculture, mining, and manufacturing from their pinnacle. Although mining and agriculture
paced the decline, various components of the Utah business
community languished to one degree or another frorn 1919
tlrrough 1922.
Mining Distress

The depression had its earliest impact on the minins industry
fig. 3.1). After peaking in 1917, mineral prices generally
lagged behind those of consumer goods. The unsatisfactory
price levels of 19 19 placed minerals in the vanguard of depressed business. In 19 19 the total output of gold, silver,
copper, lead, and zrnc dropped 54 percent below the 1918 level.
By 1920 copper production had declined to 116 million pounds
from a I9I7 high of 246 million. In L92L the output of all
rnetals decreased 96 percent in volume and 56 percent in value
(see
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Fig. 3"1. Bureau of Labor Statistics Index of Wholesale Mineral Product
Prices, 1 9 1 3-23 (19 1 3= 1 00). Data from Fed,eral Reserue Bulletin 8 (S"ptember 1922) and 9 (J"ly and December 1923). ,&

below the 19 20 level. In 19 19 only eleven companies-about
half the number of 1918-paid dividends; the same number paid
dividends

in L92I.s

Even industrial giants like the Utah Copper Company suffered from declini*g markets. In 19 18 its earnings had bee n
$11.60 per share. In 1919 they declined to $5.08, and in 1920
they were only $ 3.03. In 19 20 the company maintained a
S6.00-per-share dividend by dippitg into cash reserves, but by
l92l the dividend had fallen to only $2.50 per share. Utah
Copper was one of the few companies to pay a dividend that
vear. On March 29,192L, seven of the largest copper companies
in the Unite d States ceased operations, and several others
stopped in April. Utah Copper's Magna flotation plant had shut
down on February 26, 1919, and the Arthur concentrator and
Garfield smelter closed in April I92L. Utah Copper did not
reopen its operations until April 2, L922.Even then, the com61

pany operated at a net deficit of more than $100,000 for the
second quarter of 1922. That was a decided improvement, however, from the $1"3 million deficit during the same quarter a
\/ear before.

1o

Distress in other sectors of the mining industry was generally
not as severe or long lasting as in copper. The repurchase provisions of the Pitman Silver Act of 1918 assisted the silver, lead,
and zinc industries" Even with that support, the price of silver
began to decline in the spring of 1920. The impact on some
Tintic mines like the Eureka Lilly Mining Company was severe,
and in late December L920 the company announced suspension
of operations because of its inability to discharge indebtedness.
The response of many mines in the Tintic district and at Park
City, however, was to increase production in 1920 over 1919.
Tintic increased its output from 6,92I carloads of ore in 19 19
to 7 ,397 carloads in 1920, and Park City removed 7 5 ,623 tons
of ore in 1919 and 99,864 in 1920" Still the Salt Lake Tribune
reported early in L92I that the past year had been the most
"trying that the mines of this [Tintic] district have weathered
through a great many years." Mines in the Tintic Cistrict continued to break records for productiofr during the first half of
1921, even though earnings declined. In the third quarter of
L92l Tintic Standard declared no dividend, in the fatl of I92l
most of the mines closed, and by the end of the year all major

lead and coppgl companies were either idle or doirg only maintenance work.

11

Early in L922, however, conditions began to irnprove. Employment increased during l\,{ay, but dividends for all utah
mines were actually lower during the first half of L922 than for
the same period in L92L. Only in districts like Tintic and Park
City, where silver and lead were the main products, were dividends higher, probably because of federal price support for
_

silver.

12

Coal mining was the one major sector of [Jtah's mining industry which suffered even less than silver-lead mining between
1919 and L922. As late as Muy L92L the Federal Reserve Board
pointed out that the price of bituminous coal, unlike many
prices, remained 100 percent above pre-lgl+ levels. Neverthe62

less, declinitg demand forced Utah mines to curtail production
during the first half of 1921. By June the volume of production
had declined to less than half that of 1920, and the mines ended
th. ye.?r with production about 7 7 percent of the IgZ0

figure. 13
Several minor industries

in Utah were also damaged by the
$epression and other sources of instability. By the early L9Z0s
Utah had developed a small but thriving oil industry. Neverthele1s, by the end of L92L reports indicated that the indus try was
still on unsure ground and that the economic dislocations of the

yeat had damaged prospects for a healthy survival. All but
twelve of 128 potash companies in lJtah had failed by L7ZZ due
to the reopening of shipping lanes from Europe and the reorganization of the international p.tash cartel. By L926 five more
[Jtah companies had been eliminated. la
Nevertheless, by the end of 1922 rnost of Utah's mineral
industry appears to have been back on its feet. Production was
high for the remainder of the decade, and profits seem to have
followed (see table 3.2). Still the recovery was uneven. Employment in all the mineral industries declined over the decad" (r""
fig. 3.2), and the price of some producfs such as coal declined as
well. There appears also to have been a net decline in capitalprobably owing to a decline in the value of plants and equipment. On balance, it might be said that mining at best-naa
reached a plateau. l5 (See table 3.3 for assessed valuation of
mining propertY, as well as of railroads and agricultural
property, from 1915 to 1930.)
Agricultural Decline

If mining suffered the initial shock, it was agriculture which
suffered the greatest long-term distress from the depression.
Throughout the years from 1896 to 1914, wheat at u dollur a
bushel had been a major goal. By 1922, however, as the Salt
Lake Tribune put it, dollar wheat was no longer a goal but a
dreaded disaster. Whereas wheat had sold in 1919 for between
$3.35 and $3.50 per bushel, by November L92I it had dropped
to ninety-eight cents. 16
63

TABLE 3.2
Production and Value of Utah Mines,
19 16-3 0

of
Product

Value of Product

Aggregate Capital

(Millions of $)

(Millions of $)

Aggregate Capital

Approximate Value of

$

1916
191

191 8

ii;

;;:,;

1920

205.7

192L
1922
1923

225.0

r924

as Percentage

215.r
21.3.4

1925

204.6
242.4

l9 26

19 8.0

es"7

64.2
6.5
40"6
60.7
B 6.2
84.4
100.3
7

OA
3*

37
18
28

40

4l

99.0
90.4

49
50
43

r927

207 .4

1928
l 929

2A2.4

97 .4

4B

20r.3

I 15.1

5t

930

21r .2

64.2

30

1

of

113.6
1 05.8

7

19 19

Value

s

SOURCE: Aggregate capital of Utah mines for 1919 is from U.S. Bureau of the
Census, Fourteenth Census of the United States Taken in the Year 1920, vol. 11:
Mines and Quarries, 1919 (Washington, D.C., 1922). Aggregate capital for the years
1920 through 1930 is computed from table 3.3 under the assumption that the value
of the capital would bear approximately the same relationship to the assessed valuation of the capital in the other years as it did in 1919" In 1916 the legislature ordered
the county assessors and the State Board of Equalization and dssessment to assess all
propert y at its market value in accordance with a provision of the state constitution.
This was clearly not done, but the assumption that a fairly constant relationship
remained between the two variables seems warranted. Unfortunately, 1919 was the
last yeat in which the Census Bureau estimated, aggregate capital. It estimated
aggregate capital in 1909, but before 1919 the method of reportirrg assessments
makes impossible the computation of the value of the capital for comparison. Value
of the product is from U.S. Geological Survey, Mineral Resources of the United
States, 1916 through L923, and U.S. Bureau of Mine s, Mineral Resources of the
{lnited States, 1924 through 1930.
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Fig. g,Z. percentage of the Labor Force Errgrloyed in Minin8, 1870-1950.
Data from Leonard J" Arrington, The Chanizng Economic Structure of the
Mountain west, 1g5b-1950, Utah state university Monograph series, vol.
10, no. 3 (Log?tr, June 1963).

Until October 1920 the price levels for most agricultural
commodities had stood above prices farmers paid for most
The price of eggs in Utah, for instance, rose from
other goods.
"per
g6.00
case in fgtZ to $24.50 in December 1920. During the
same period, the price of whole milk increased from sixteen
17
cents per gallon to iwenty-seven centS.
During the winter of 1920 -2L, agricultural prices declined

precipitately (see figures ?.3 and 3.+), and farmers began to
irold back the sale of storable crops. By May 1921 reports from
the Twelfth Federal Reserve Distiict indicated that the price of
wool, lambs, barley, and wheat had declined to about the
l g 1 gl+ level, and itr. price of cattle stood even lower. At the
same time, ttre general price level for conslrmer goods remained
66
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50 percent above that of 1913. In March L}ZI it was estimated
that 35 percent of Utah's previous year's wheat crop and Z0
percent of the corn crop were still on the farms. Inventories of
che ese' meat, fish, eggs, and fruits began to buitd
up in cold
18

storage.

Distress came even earlier for wool growers and cattlemen
than for crop farmers. Utah ranked fouith among the states in
wool production, and as the price of wool decfned in 19 19,
growers found it necess ary to withhold wool from the market
in
the hope of a price rise. By the end of 1920 distress was widespread' and some observers believed that only the mild winter
of L920-2L saved a number of stockmen from ruin by allowing
them to cut operating costs.l9
Payments to sugar beet farmers underwent a similar decline.
Beet prices_ dropped from $12.03 per ton in lg20 to gb.47 per
ton in 192I, which was the low-est price between 19 16 and
67
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1932" Utah farmers received about $3 mitrlion for beets in 1921,
about half the amount they had earned a year earlier. In L922
beet farmers left the business in droves, and the acreage of beets
in Cache Valley was about 60 percent of the I92l level.?0
By mid-L922 agricultural prices seerxed to be stabilizing, but
as harvests began in the late summer, ' profits declined even
more . Grain prices equaled the lows of 192tr, and the value of a
number of commodities-including corn, oats, barley, eggs,
chickens, and peaches-were actually below 192l levels. The
State Board of Agriculture reported that the prices had been the
"discouraging feature of the season." Some apples and potatoes
were not even harvested because prices were too low to pay for
transportation to markets. Fortunately for stockmen, sheep and
larnbr prices were considered "satisfactory," and cattle prices
improved slightly.2l
These low prices were compounded in the late summer and
68
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early faltr of 1922 by a railroad shopmen's strike which added a
shortage of railroad cars to the farmer's bag of woes. On August
18, both the Utah Farm Bureau Federation and a delegation of
Brigham City peach farmers pled with President Harding to intervene in the strike. The labor dispute \,vas not promptly settled, however, and reports indicated that part of the fruit
crop-about 20 percent in Utah County, for instance-was
1ost.22

In the years after 1922 agricultural conditions continued to
remain unsatisfactory (see fig. 3.5 ). Prices in L923 were still
called "discouragingly low, " and in 1924 the Utah State Industrial Commission reported considerable discontent over
prices. Even more serious for the future of Utah agriculture was
the fact that capital invested in farms began to decline in absolute and relative amounts. During the I920s [Jtah agriculture
69

actually became less capital-intensive, as the amount of capital
per acre declined 19 percent, from $62.20 in L920 to $50.00 in
1925. By contrast, capital per acre had increased 36 percent
during the precedirg decade. Reports of the State Board of
Equal tzation indicate a large percentage of this decline came in
the value of land which had been purchased at inflated wartime
values.23 This represented, then, actual capital losses which
could be recovered only through increased profits or higher land
values, neither of which was avarlable to Utah farmers until the
Second World War.
Manufacturitg

C

utbacks

The effect of the 1920s depression on manufacturing more
nearly paralleled its effect on mining than on agriculture. By
1919 Utah had developed more than one thousand manufacturing establishments employing nearly nineteen thousand men.
By l92L the number of businesse s declined to 645 and employment dropped to L3,300. After the depression, however, both
employment and value added by manufacture seemed to have
reached a plateall. The largest reductionsin employment came in
food processing, which declined from just under two thousand
employees in 1919 to slightly more than one thousand in L929.
Increases in employment in textile production and furniture
manufacture could not offset the declin es.24
Illustrative of the distress of manufacturitg is the example of
beet sugar processing. The disastrous drop in sugar prices which
followed the implementation of the Underwood-Simmons
Tariff in 19 13 was followed by new markets and sugar scarcity
after the opening of World War I in LgL4. The value of UtahIdaho Sugar Comp any stock rose from seven dollars per share in

I9L4 to twenty-nine dollars in 1916, and the company opened
new factories in Spanish Fork, West Jordan, Layton, and
Brigham City. Other companies opened plants at Moroni, Delta,
and Springville. During the war, controls allowed the price of
sugar to rise only from 7.25( to 9.001 per pound, but afterward
the lifting of regulation allowed a rise to 23.574 in Muy 1920.
Then, as European sugar began to reach the American market,
70

the price broke and tumbled to 1.8ld per pound by the end of
Lgzr.25

During the expansion of the previous decade, the Utah-Idaho
Sugar and the Amalgamated Sugar companies had followed the

practice of mines and farms by converting liquid assets into
capital. As the market broke they began to borrow to meet
payments to beet producers. Financing was extremely difficult
to secure, and U and I Sugar was forced to reduce its nominal
c ap rtaltzation and replace its top management in order
to borrow from Bankers Trust Co. of New York. Amalgamated
reported a loss of more than $f million in 1920, and cuts in
beet production forced it to close its Logan plant for the 1922
season. Amalgamated paid no dividends from 1918 to 1930,
and U and I Sugar lost rnoney every year between L925 and
1930.

26

Other sectors of the food processing industrv were badly hurt
well. Governor Charles R. Mab"y and his family had invested
heavily in a canning plant at Woods Cross during World War I.
During the war the federal government had stockpiled much of
the pack, and after the armistice Washington began dumpitg
.ur., of canned. goods on the mark&. I; his riminiscences,
Mabey attributed the depressed market of the early twenties to
this governmental action. It seems probable that the causes were
more complex, but it is clear that policies of the government
bear some responsibility.2T
Fluctuations in metal prices were mirrored in the operation
of the metal processing plants. Various Utah Copper Company
operations closed, and the Magna flotation plant did not reopen
until November 1 1, 1922, after having been closed for \Yz years.
Most operations at the International Mining, Smeltitg, and
Refining Company plant at Tooele remained closed during all of
1921, although the lead furnaces continued to operate until
Jrly 5. On April 19, L922, the International smelter began to
employ men for repair work. Ore was then being shipped to the
smelter, and operations had resumed at the company's Ophir
Hill concentrator. The Utah Steel Company plant at Midvale,
however, closed never to reopen.
One bright spot in Utah's manufacturing picture in the 1920s
as
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was Columbia Steel Company's development of a pig iron plant

at lronton, between Provo and Springville. The company constructed short railroads to bring together coal from Carbon
County and iron from Iron County. Froduction began in
October L923, and between Muy L924, when the first iron
flowed, and December 1931 the company procluced 1.8 million
tons of coke and 1.0 million tons of iron. Most of the iron we nt
to California for further processing, but some businesses using
iron for pipe and other products established thernselves near the
plant. The company also used coke to produce by-products
such as coal tat, amrnonium sulphate, and b enzol"Z8
Still, the disaster to Utah's economy caused by the depression of the early 1920s was not offset by these successes.
The aggreg ate current liability of businesses which failed in
Utah during the four years from L92L through 1924 was
actually greater than the liability of failures from 1931 through
1934 (see table 3"4).2e Thereafter, neither employment (see fig.
3.6) nor value added by rnanufacture grew in any consistent
way during the remainder of the decade.
One sector of l-Jtahos economv which seems not to have suffered permanent damage from the d"pf.ssion was Utah's transportation industry. Employment in railroading increased from
7,700 in L920 to 8,000 in 1930. Contemporary reports indicate
that, although the railroads had to reduce freight rates and
ernployment and revenues declined during L921, the impact of
the depression was not severe. trn Jrly L92L, for instance, the
Union Pacific actually increased its labor force by one thousand
men. In fact, the bitter shopmen's strike of 1922 seems to have
hurt railroading more than the depression (see fig. 3.7 ). Ortside
of railroading, firms such as Pacific Intermountain Express and
Interstate Motor Lines began the development of a Utah-trased,
long-range trucking industry in the late twenties.30
In spite of the health of the railroads, Utah's isolation from
competing water transportation put the state at a disadvantage
in seeking national markets for its shattered economy. During
the First World War, water transportation to the Facific Coast
had been curtailed, and freight rates posed no particular obstacle to Utah business. As a result, Utahns developed markets
73
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which could not be maintained after the reopening of normal
water routes. A combination of rail and water transportation
put eastern and midwestern cities at an advantage in west coast
markets. Freight rates gave Utah an advantage in the Denver
market, but it enjoyed no such access east of the hundredth
meridian. Governor Charles R. Mabe y wrote to Se cret ary of
Commerce Herbert Hoover in an attempt to get freight rates
reduced, and Utah's Senior Senator Reed Smoot worked to
strengthen the power of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Neither effort had much effect.3l
Utah's problems were compounded by the basing point
system used in the steel industry. In Jrly L924 the Federal
Trade Commission ordered United States Steel to cease and
desist from the practice, but the system remained in effect until
Jrly 1948, when the steel industry adopted an FOB mill
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basis.32 Because Utah has successfully developed a steel industry emplo-yi"g five thousand men rin.. Woita War II, it is
entirely possible that its earlier steel industry might have been
able to expand rather than close had freight ,ui., been more
favorable in the 1920s.
Unlike mining or agriculture, retail trade did not begin to
suffer until LP? (see table 3.5). Zion's Cooperative Mercantile
Institution of Salt Lake City reported that in- IgZ0 it transacted
the largest volume of business of any year in its history to that
time. January L92I was the first *onih during the depression
rvhen the volume of retail sales was less than that of the corresponditg month in the previous year. Sales during Ig2Z, however' continued to suffer and averaged below the 193 5-g9 level.
Prices declined, and the cost of sirloirr steak in Salt Lake City in
J.tly L92I stood at 30.8d per pound, which was lower than in
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s

any other maj or city in the Unite d States exce pt Portland,
Oregon, and was twelve cents lower than the price it July 1913.
By October L92I it was reported that prices in Salt Lake City
had declined to about the 1912 level.33 (See figures 3.8 and 3.9
for 191 3-23 wholesale producers' and consumers' g.ods prices.)
By late 1922 retail sales began to increase. They did not
reach the 1920 level in most Utah areas until L925 and not until
1926 in Salt Lake City. One of the factors in recovery was
apparently the demand for automobiles, which \,vas reportedly
high as early as April 1922.34
In spite of the relatively high price of building materials and
high interest rates, the volume of new construction was hardly
affected by the depression. Apparently the demand for buildings, which had developed because of shortages during World
War I, had grown to such an extent that construction was dernanded in spite of the cost. In L920 the value of building con76
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struction in Salt Lake City was only slightly lower than in 1g 1g
($3.84 million as compared with $+.06 million). A high volume
of construction continued through 192I, and the Fideral Reserve Board noted that this trend, which was contrary to that of
the nation as a whole, was characteristic of the Far West. trn
I{arch I92I Salt Lake City issued building permits for
S250,583 worth of construction as compared wiifr glA6,4G0 in
the same month in L920.35
The boom in construction continued throughout lgZI and
into 1922, and it appears that resiclential hourin g paced other
tvpes of construction. The value of permits in Ma lg1l was
m ore than double the value for Muy I92A, and the volume
seemed to increase monthly. In August L92I the value was 152
percent higher than August WZA in October, 281 percenr
lrigher than October 1920; and in Novernber, 4gA percent
higher than November 1920. Beyond the residential .orrtruc77
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tion, work on projects like the Ogden Arsenal, the Scofield
Reservoir, the Salt Lake Federal Reserve Branch Bank, and the
Bamberger and Orem interurban railways helped keep this
industry active.36
Banking and Governmental Influences on the Economy

The stress placed upon Utah's economy by the depression,
together with ill-advised federal reserve monet ary policies, unquestionably damaged lJtah's bankirg community. Probably in
response to erratic policies of the board and increasing distress
in Utah mining and agriculture, the discount rate on prime commercial paper in Salt Lake City's open market declined from a
high of 6 percent in November 1918 to a low of 5 percent in
February 1919. h July it began to rise. It reached 6 percent in
December 1919, jumped to 7 percent in March 1920, and to 8Ya
percent in S.ptember. Its next low was 7y2 percent in April
1921, when quotations for that category of discount were
ended for the remainder of the depression.3T
The Utah banking community shared with banks in the
United States as a whole the problem offa great many small
units in small towns which were unable to weather the stress of
financial conditions in the 1920s. The number of banks in the
state reached an all-time high of 134 rn 1920 and declined every
year of the 1920s except 1924, when the number of new banks
equaled the number of failures. While the number of banks
decreased, the assets of the largest banks climbed. Thus, in spite
of the bank failures, assets of Utah banks increased from $1.26
million in 1920 to $1.9 million in 1930.38
As the economy experienced reverses, the state and local
governments of Utah also suffered. Assessed valuation of Utah
property reached a peak of $ 717 million in L921 , then began to
decline. Much of the reduction came about as marginal agricultural property, which had been purchased during and immediately after World War I, fell in value. State income taxes on
metal mines also declined. In order to try to make ends ineet,
the state government began to cut expenditures and terminate
employees. In June 1920, 440 employees had worked in state
79

TABLE 3.6
Disbursements for Principal Purposes
by Utah State Government, 1919-24
(in Millions for Fiscal Years Ending November 30)
Debt retirement
Education
19 19

$

5.08 6

Highways
ff6.27 4

.357

and service
ffL.27 2
1.028
3.57 0

192 0

3.7 87

7

192 r

3.426

r922

5.0 79

7.831
5.1 36

1923
1924

5.341

5.341

r.436

6.365

5.68 B

2.053

SOUR.CE: State of Utah, Biennial Reports
1919-20 and 1 921-22.
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offices; in June I92l , that number had been reduced to 380.3e
trn fact, the state government appears to have followed a
rather contradictory policy during the depression (see table 3.6
and fig. 3.10). While calling for the reduction of local expenditures and attempting to promote economy on the state level,
Governor Charles R. Mabey urged local governments and the
federal government to respond to the needs of the people by
providirg relief and employment. While the state was running a
budgetary deficit, the State Land Board made loans to farrners,
and the state promoted an extensive highway construction program partly with federal highway funds.40
Public school districts and local governments were also subj ected to contradictory pressures during L92I and L922. In
June 1922 State Superintendent of Public Instruction C. N.
Jensen reported that all districts showed a 10-12 percent reduction from l92I budget levels. This was achieved by reducitg
salaries, calling a moratorium on merit increases, and cutting the
school year. Nevertheless, total L922 school expenditures exceeded L92l expenses because of expansion in the high schools
and colleges. County officials reduced the number of employees
and cut salaries. Still, cornmitments for highway construction
80
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made extensive budget constriction impossible. In spite of
opposition from the Chamber of Commerce and the utah
I4anufacturers Association, Ogden and Salt Lake City inaugurated some special public works projects to ease unemployment.
Salt Lake City also opened a free employment r"roi.. which
doubled as a relief agency by distributing fish and potatoes to
lh. needy.4l However unintentionatr and inadequate they may
have been, de ficit expenditure s between 19 19 and Lg22 undoubtedly helped Utah citizens weather a serious economic
problem.

Still, these efforts were not enough to relieve the distress.
Deputations of the unemployed pressed local and state officials
to do more. Private relief agencies and charities came to the
assistance of mahY, and public officials urged children to drink
B1

more milk and exhorted housewives to hire the unemployed to
do their spring cleaning. Salt Lake banks voted to subscribe
$00,000 for stock in a foreign trade financitg corporation in
the hope of stimulating further employment, and many companies went on short rftifts to try to spread the work around.42
Aside from these state, local, and private activities, the federal government undertook a number of prograrns to assist in
relief. The Harding administration revived the War Finance Corporation to give emergency loans to sugar producers and stockio.rr. These loans hetped some producers, but others complained that these measures were not broad enough. Borrowers
could not secure loans by wool or dairy cattle-only by land,
sheep, or beef cattle. Also, Utah Senators Reed Smoot ancl
William H. King and Congressmen Don Colton and Elrner
Leatherwood attimpted to get the federal government to undertake a broader rut ge of public works projects such as new public buildings, expansion of reclamation projects, and changes in
the mineru"lt leasing act to promote further employme rtt.43
As a supplement to these short-term measures, the prgtective
tariff wast.*p..ted to provide long-tgrm assistance. Although
Wood,row Wifson had vetoed emergency tariff support for agriculture in l-920, the Republican-controlled Congress pushed
through a similar act in Muy L92L. This act protected only
agricultural commodities, but the Fordney-McCumber Act of
S.ptember Ig22 extended and broadened protection of agricultuie and minerals while placing agricultural implements and
breeditg animals on the free 1ist.44
Critics of these measures have argued that the tariff proved
ineffective in protecting agriculture because there was little expansion of th; production of such commodities as sugar and
wool and becauie it raised prices to consumers. That a tariff
increases prices is clear, but the tariff is a subsidy, u1d- one
person's benefit is another's expense. The condition of both
agricnlture and mining in the 1920s made some sort of sub,foirution necess ary to promote stability. Whether the tariff was
the best way to do it is open to question, but it is specious to
argue againit a subsidy simply because someone must pay the
bilI.45
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The argument that the tariff was ineffective simply because
agriculture and mining failed to expand rapidty during the
1920s neglects to consider the severity of the condition of these
two industries. It is clear that a tariff could not assist farmers of
wheat and corn, but any commodity for which domestic consumption was greater than or equal to domestic production
could have been subsidized to some degree by the tariff. Among
commodities most important to Utah's economy, the domestic
consumption of sugar, beef, mutton, wool, and copper all exceeded domestic production each year from 1921 through
1924. Even for these items, the rapid expansion of agriculture
during World War I and the violent depression afterwards made
continued expansion too much to expect without the provision
of a subsidy which probably would have resulted in the production far exceeding the consumption. Certainly the experience of
agriculture followitg World War II ought to demonstrate that
ar'y attempt to promote continued expansion during a time of
excessive production cannot solve such problems. A11 the tariff
could provide was temporary stability, and then only for businesses not already producing beyond tlSe capacity of consumers
to purchase at existing income levels. Some contemporary observers believed that the tariff had helped the prices for wool
and sheep.46
Working against the positive effects of these measures were

a

number of ill-considered federal activities and policies. In May
1919 the federal government announced abandonment of most
wartime business controls. This action undoubtedly contributed
to the inflation which followed. In additior, the Federal Reserve Board was so concerned with financirg federal debt operations that it allowed the discount rate to remain at 43/a percent
until January L920, when it announced an abrupt increise to o
percent. This policy of loose money followed by stringent contraction probably contributed to the increase in the prime commercial rate of Salt Lake City's banks from 6 percent to 7
percent and to the continuing increase during 1920, while
Utah's economy plummeted from its peak prosperity.4T
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Labor Disputes

If certain federal potricies hurt Utah businesses, the attitude

of state officials and prominent citizens was antithetical to the
interests of Utah labrorers. Business gained after 19 2 1 from
efforts to improve economic conditions, but labor lost virtually
all it had won in the previous twenty years. During the period

after 1900, strong nnion organizatton and a high degree of job
control-if not characteristic of lJtah's mining camps-were at
least major features of skilled occupations in Salt Lake City and
Ogden" After 1919 economic distress, fear of radical revolution,
untifrreign hysteria, and antiunion sentiment virtually killed
Utah's labor movement" 48
Workers themselves were partly responsibie for the response
of the community to the maintenance of strong union organuzation. In February i919 laboring men in Salt Lake County organized a Workers'u Soldiers', and Sailors' Council on the Soviet
Lodel, and the Salt Lake Federation of Labor, by a vote of
sixty-seven to f ive, endorsed the Russian revolution and the
overthrow of all exploiting classes. In -the state Federation of
Labor convention d S"ptJmber, radicfls won further endorsement of their aims, and M. p. Bales, a Salt Lake barber who was
shortly to become a rnemhrer of the Communist Party, became
president of the Utah State Federation of Labor. During the
d.pr"ssion Bales was a leader of the Council of UnemploYed,
*hi.h worked against the efforts of the Chamber of Commerce
and Utah State Manufacturers Association and in favor of public works and better conditions for the unemployed. ae
In perspective
, however, the radicalism of 19 19 was short
-sinc-e
businessmen and conservative workers staged a
trived
counterrevolution which broke the brack of {Jtah's trabor movement. Already in 1918 a group of businessmen and civic leaders
had organ tzed. the Utah Associated Industries with the avowed
purpose of ending labror disputes and establishing the open shop
iftr",rghout Utah. trn early L920 the Asso ciated Industries
*or"d to break the union movement in the construction trades,
and by rnid- lg?l they achieved a partial open shop -Td wage
reducfions. Possibly the most vigorous battle developed between
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the employers' otg anization and the typographical union.
Although the conflict raged for 3/z years, by Sept"emher L924
the union capitulated. Ironically, this union had been the most
conservative in the state and had earlier formed a hulwark
against radical unionism. By the late I920s the [Jtah Federation
of Labor became little more than a name, its newspaper folded
in L924, and at the annual convention in 1929 only fifteen
d elegates representing seven unions-most of them from
Ogden-even bothered to attend..50
The business community had emerged victorious" Among
other things, it had succeeded in securing legislation prohibiting
peaceful picketirg and outlawi*g any interference with the
i m portation of strikebreakers. At its annual banquet in
November l92V the Utah Associated Industries hosted
Governor George I{. Dern, President lleber J. Grant of 'fhe
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-d^y Saints, and Monsignor
Duane G" Hunt, Rector of the Catholic Church's Cathedral of
the Madeleine, who was the principal speaker. In a circular sent
out in Muy 1928 the utah Associated Industries Organizatron
boasted that it had restored industrial peace and freedom in
1920 and that since that time lab8r unions had been unable to
"retrieve their lost power. " It went on to warn that no
contractor, builder, employ er or employ ee shoutcl be engaged to do any kind of uork unless he actually operates
the open shop. Ir{othing should be done tltat uitl encourage, abet or assist those who are planning this reneual o.f
oppression.sL

The organization's letterhead indicated that a broad range of
business, religious, and civic leaders supported the movement.
John G. M. Barnes, former president of the Utah Bankers Association, was president; and Charles W. Nibley, se cond counselor
in the First Presidency of the LDS Church, and Marriner S.
Eccles, of the First Security Banking Corporation and later of
the Treasury D.partment and Federal Reserve Board, were
among the vice-presidents.
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Given the condition of Utah's economy and the rncreasing
intransigence of businessmen, it is not at all surprising that labor
disputes, wage cuts, and unemployment characterized the years
from 19 19 through L922. As early as Febru ary 19 19 the
Twelfth Federal Reserve District reported increasing unemployment in Utah, and by March joblessness affected about five
thousand workers-mostly miners and the unskilled. Unemploy-

ment continued at abnormally high levels through L920; by
June L92I the U.S. E*ployment Service reported the improbability of any "improvement until the mining depression is relieved. " By April L922, however, the reopening of copper
operations, announcements of new construction, and improved
agricultural prices presaged increased employment. By October
L922 labor shortages were actually reported in som e areas, particularly construction, coal mining, and retail trade.52
A Period of Economic Depression
Thus did Utah pay a heavy price for America's crusade to
make the world safe for democracy. For more than three
years-early 1919 to mid-1922-the ec$nomy of the state had
been wracked by economic disturbances from which it did not
fully recover until after the 1930s. The value of the product of
the mining industry did not reach the average of 1916 through
1918 until 1929 and then not again until L941. Agriculture had
been dealt a blow from which it was not to recover until World
War II, and manufacturirg had not recovered by 1950. In fact,
when measured by percentage of the work force employed,
Utah was actually more industrialtzed in 1920 than in 1950.
Utah's labor movement had been shattered, and a cornmunity
antagonism developed which has continued to recent years. The
relative vigor of construction, transportation, and trade do not
appear to have offset these losses, and Utah showed a net population outflow in each census through L940.53
Some of the problems of Utah's economy seem to have been
shared by other mountain western states. Undoubtedly the
greatest damage was done to agriculture, which was then the
largest single source of employment in the region. Markets
86

opened

by wartime conditions stimulated the reallocation of

resources, particularly in increased investment and employment.

Every mountain western state except Nevada had an absolute
increase in agricultural employment during the decade between
1910 and 1920, and all except l\ew Mexico and Wyomitg, two
of the most agricultural states, experienced percentage increases
as well. This trend was contrary to that of the United States,
which was becomirg less, rather than more, agricultural. Under
the pressure of high prices, marginal and submarginal land was
opened, and capital was invested which could not earn adequate
returns during the 1920s. As a result, agricultural employment
declined.

S4

These capital losses were compounded by ecological destruction. As land which had been broken for valuable crops such as
sugar beets was abandoned, Russian thistle, wild mustard, shad-

scales, and saltbrushes replaced native grasses. These wee ds
served as breedirg places for be et leafhoppers, which transmitted the curly-top virus to beet fields. Competition from
abroad together with natural destruction forced the closing of a
number of beet sugar plants in Utah and other states.55
The long-range damage to Utah anfr mountain western manufacturing, although very severe, is probably less apparent and is
obvious only in comparison with the i*p act of World War II on
the region's economy and the results of California development.
Aggregate capital invested in manufacturing in the Mountain
West increased more than three times, from $ 2 t S million in
1909 to $751 million in 1919. During the same period industrial capital in California increased at a lower rate, from
$483 million to $1,139 million. Nevertheless, the Pacific Coast
crossed the "threshold of urban-industrial society"-a step
which the Mountain West could not make. As a result, employment in manufacturing in the three most industrialized states of
the Mountain West-Utah, Colorado, and Montana-declined
between 1920 and 1930.56 As with agriculture, rapid capital
formation in industry had produced excess capacity as mountain western businessmen were unable to find markets to absorb
their products. Adverse freight rates, the decline of markets for
food products, the lack of expansion of markets for processed
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minerals, and relatively small population in the Vlountain West
itself contributed to this situation. 57
F{ealthy sectors of the economy (such as construction, railroading, and trade) seem tc have sustained the economy of the
h,{ountain West over the plateau created by adversity in agricultutre, mining, and manufacturing.SS These husinesses could
probahlv have continued to serve as the basis for further economic erowth had consumers continued the demand for their
products. After 1929 such markets were unavailable, and the
plateau which these industries helped to sustain crumbled under
the presslrre of basic structural we akness.
If on"e phenomenon was responsibtre rnore than any other for
the condition of the economy of Utah and the Mountain West
during the 1920s, it was the misallocation of resources wrought
by the expansion that had heen stimulated by World War I. By
creating markets for rnanufactures, agricultural products, and
minerals, wartime demand moved resources into fields of
activity which could not be sustained after the armistice. By the
same token, wartime shortages created tempo rary demands for
consunner products and residential construction. After the war,
manufactuiers, farmers, and minerr* in other parts of the
country and abroad were in a more favorable position to meet
the demand for goods. Opp.rtunities for gainful employment in
Utah declined, and net population outflow resulted" Despite the
responsihility of national policy for the dislocations, lack of
concern by the Wilson administration failed to prevent the
darnage, and the F{arding administration's measllres were tardy
and inadeqllate.
Ironically, the condition of Utah and the Mountain West in
the eartry 1970s does not hold out promise of avoiding a repetition of the experience of the 1920s. Strould expenditures for
the D"partment of Defense be cut severely and tourism under
the pressure of current oil shortages be curtailed, the region's
economy undoubtedly would be badly shocked. Manufacturitg
which is closely tied to fluctuations in government contracts
would be severely hurt, and federal employment, which enjoys
the status of a basic industry in the region, would be curtailed.
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Under this situation-unless the federal government undertook
rneasures to relieve the distress-agriculture, transportation, and
mining (including oil operations) would have to sustain the
economy of the region. If the experience of the L920s and the
recent experience of Seattle are any criteria of the concern of
the federal government for distress caused by its policies, {Jtah
and the Mountain West cannot be entirely hopeful. Conceivably
the region could suffer again the economic consequences of
d*pending on a capricious defense-stimulated demand for its
prcducts"

The basic question raised by this essay is not whether the
movernent to an urban-industrial economy would have been
possible or even desirable for Utah, but rather whether orderly
and gradual developrnent is preferahle to majoro rapid shifts of
resources und.er the stimulation of forces such as war contracts
and other massive short-term programs. If Utah's development
is arry criterioro the answer seems to be that massive infusions
of capital and shifts in resources, while temporarily beneficial,
may bring about a misallocation of resources which, when the
immediate stimulus is removed, are difficult to move into other
areas. The effect of such erratic pattern€ of development has
been especially severe in agriculture , zt least until the recent
growth of agribusinesses, because families have been unequipped to foresee long-te rm trends and have poured their
savings and lives into the development of farrns which could not
compete during postwar and postinfusion times. In manufacturing, minihs, or any other economic activity so stimulated,
the invested resources may be difficult to reallocate, particularly if they are in areas isolated from the rnarkets where their
products may be sold.
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